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Adiabatic techniques are known to allow for engineering quantum states with high fidelity. This
requirement is currently of large interest, as applications in quantum information require the prepa-
ration and manipulation of quantum states with minimal errors. Here we review recent progress
on developing techniques for the preparation of spatial states through adiabatic passage, particu-
larly focusing on three state systems. These techniques can be applied to matter waves in external
potentials, such as cold atoms or electrons, and to classical waves in waveguides, such as light or
sound.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The ability to coherently control the spatial degrees
of freedom of matter waves is an important ingredient
for the emerging field of quantum engineering [1–11],
with applications in matter wave interferometry, quan-
tum metrology, and quantum computation. For many
purposes, quantum transport of trapped matter waves
is performed via direct tunneling through the manipula-
tion of the potential barriers that separate the different
traps. This direct transport is strongly dependent on the
parameter values giving rise, in general, to very sensitive
Rabi-type oscillations of the populations of the localized
states of the traps. Alternatively, an efficient transfer of
population between distant traps can be achieved using
spatial adiabatic passage (SAP) processes, which consist
of the adiabatic following of an energy eigenstate of the
system that is spatially modified either in time or space.
This transfer occurs with high fidelity regardless of the
selected specific parameter values used to drive the sys-
tem and their fluctuations. SAP processes are a partic-
ular case of adiabatic following, a concept arising from
the adiabatic theorem [12, 13]: in the absence of level
crossings, a system will remain in one of its eigenstates
if the system is perturbed slowly enough.
The term adiabatic passage started to be commonly
used around three decades ago in the field of quan-
tum optics as two main techniques were introduced
to adiabatically transfer population between internal
atomic/molecular levels. These were rapid adiabatic pas-
sage (RAP) [14, 15] and stimulated Raman adiabatic pas-
sage (STIRAP) [15–17]. The RAP technique is imple-
mented in two-level atomic systems interacting with a
chirped laser pulse to transfer the population between
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2the two states by adiabatically following one of the two
eigenstates of the system. The STIRAP technique is per-
formed in a Λ-type three-level atomic system interacting
with two temporally delayed laser pulses in a counterin-
tuitive sequence in order to completely transfer the popu-
lation between the two atomic ground states by adiabat-
ically following the so-called dark state [18–21]. These
techniques have led to many relevant experimentally im-
plemented applications [22, 23].
Following the success of techniques such as RAP and
STIRAP, adiabatic passage processes were proposed to
coherently transport quantum particles between local-
ized states of spatially separated potential wells, lead-
ing to the term spatial adiabatic passage. While some
proposals were reported in the early 2000s (see for ex-
ample Ref. [24]), the field gathered more interest after
the publication of two seminal papers. The first one,
by Eckert et al. [25], analyzed the spatial adiabatic pas-
sage of a single cold atom in a system of three optical
traps and the second one, by Greentree et al. [26], de-
scribed the transfer of an electron in a system of three
quantum dots. Both proposals resembled the quantum-
optical STIRAP technique, and used tunneling as a way
to couple the different localized states of spatially sep-
arated wells. However, it was soon realized that SAP
can be extended beyond the applications of STIRAP, as
it allows for multi-dimensional configurations and many-
particle systems. Therefore, due to the high efficiency
and robustness inherited from STIRAP, many applica-
tions, such as vibrational state and velocity filtering [27–
29], quantum tomography [28], interferometry [30, 31],
atomtronics [7, 32], and the generation of angular mo-
mentum states [33] have been proposed. Note that SAP
in a triple-well system has also been referred as matter-
wave STIRAP or coherent tunneling by adiabatic passage
(CTAP).
In spite of the significant theoretical interest that they
have attracted, SAP processes for matter waves have not
been experimentally realized yet. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that due to the wave-like nature of the SAP pro-
cesses, they can be extended to classical wave systems,
and have been experimentally demonstrated with light
beams in coupled waveguides. Since the initial works of
Longhi et al. [34, 35], SAP for light beams has also been
studied in systems of more than three coupled waveg-
uides [36–39], through the continuum [40, 41], and in
the presence of nonlinearities and absorption [42, 43].
It has also lead to applications such as beam split-
ting [38, 44–46], spectral filtering [47], interaction free-
measurements [48], quantum gates via long-range cou-
pling [49], polarization rotation/conversion [50], and
photon pair generation [51]. Finally, SAP processes have
also been recently proposed for sound propagation in
sonic crystals [52], investigating transfer and splitting of
sound beams, as well as the use of the system as a phase
analyzer.
This review is organized as follows. In Section II, we
describe the concept of adiabatic following of an eigenvec-
tor and connect it to the different physical systems that
we will study. We then, in Section III, review the spa-
tial adiabatic passage of matter waves, which includes
systems of single atoms, electrons, and Bose–Einstein
condensates. We also discuss SAP in two-dimensional
systems and address some practical considerations. This
is followed by Section IV, where we discuss dark state
adiabatic passage, and Section V, where recent develop-
ments of SAP for light and sound waves are summarized.
Finally, in Section VI we conclude.
II. ADIABATIC FOLLOWING OF AN ENERGY
EIGENSTATE
The concept of a quantum state evolution that adia-
batically follows an energy eigenstate was introduced to
quantum mechanics by Max Born and Vladimir Fock in
1928 [12]. They showed that a physical system remains
in its instantaneous eigenstate if a given perturbation is
acting on it slowly enough and if there is a gap between
the eigenvalue and the rest of the Hamiltonian’s spec-
trum. This insight is known by today as the adiabatic
theorem.
To perform an adiabatic evolution it is therefore neces-
sary that the dynamics do not allow transitions between
eigenstates. While in most cases this can be achieved by
changing the system parameters slowly enough, it also re-
quires that all eigenstates evolve smoothly and that their
first and second derivatives with respect to the temporal
or spatial evolution parameter, s, are well defined [13].
To quantify the adiabaticity of a process one can calcu-
late the probability to excite a state |Ψj(s)〉 while being
in |Ψi(s)〉 as [13]
pi→j ≤ max
∣∣∣∣ 1ωij(s) 〈Ψj(s)| dds |Ψi(s)〉
∣∣∣∣2 , (1)
where ωij(s) = ωj(s) − ωi(s) with ~ωk(s) being the en-
ergy of the eigenstate |Ψk(s)〉. Since the value of pi→j
has to be as small as possible for any j 6= i, one can
immediately see that the adiabatic following of an eigen-
state does not succeed, in principle, when the correspond-
ing energy eigenvalue becomes degenerate with any other
eigenvalue of the system. Note however that adiabatic
passage in the presence of quasi degenerate eigenstates is
still possible if they are not coupled during the dynam-
ics, i.e., when
∣∣〈Ψj(s)| dds |Ψi(s)〉∣∣→ 0 due to, for instance,
some particular symmetries of the system.
SAP is a particular example of adiabatic following of
a spatial eigenvector which is modified in either time or
space. As an example for the first case, one can con-
sider particles trapped in a local minimum of an external
potential which is changed as a function of time. The
second case (spatial evolution) usually refers to waveg-
uides, where a localized wavepacket is travelling with fi-
nite velocity and encounters changing couplings between
different waveguides along the propagation direction. It
3is worth noting that the concept of adiabatically follow-
ing an energy eigenstate in quantum mechanics has a
close analog in classical light and sound propagation, see
Sect. V for a detailed discussion. There, a propagat-
ing light/sound wave can adiabatically follow a global
spatially varying mode of the waveguide system, if the
change of the mode profile is smooth along the propaga-
tion direction.
For SAP to work, three basic conditions have to be
fulfilled. The first one is the existence of different and
well-defined trapping regions, each of them support-
ing their own asymptotic eigenvectors, i.e, the trapped
states/modes of each region isolated from the rest. The
second requirement is the existence of a coupling mecha-
nism between the asymptotic eigenvectors, and the third
one is the ability to control the strength of the couplings
and/or the eigenvalues of the asymptotic eigenvectors
during the process. In a physical system where these
three conditions are fulfilled, it is possible to perform a
SAP process by following an eigenvector of the full sys-
tem. The advantage of SAP with respect to other trans-
fer techniques relies on its robustness: in the adiabatic
regime the transfer between the asymptotic eigenvectors
will be almost 100% efficient no matter the total duration
of the process or the particular parameter values chosen
for the variation of the couplings and the eigenvalues.
III. SPATIAL ADIABATIC PASSAGE OF
MATTER WAVES
A. Formalism
Spatial adiabatic passage of matter waves can be
achieved in a variety of trapping geometries by sim-
ply manipulating the height of the potential barriers
and/or the trap distances in an adiabatic fashion. As two
paradigmatic examples of SAP, we first review the for-
malism for adiabatic transport of matter waves between
the outermost traps of a triple-well potential, and then
we discuss the double-well case. The triple well requires
the ability to control the tunneling coupling between the
traps, while the double-well case in addition requires the
manipulation of the energy bias between the localized
eigenstates.
1. SAP in a triple-well system
Consider a single quantum particle of mass m trapped
in a triple-well potential, see Fig. 1, which we want to
move between the outermost potential minima, i.e., from
state |φL〉 to |φR〉. Since tunneling will take place along a
fixed direction x, we can describe the particle’s dynamics
using the 1D Schro¨dinger equation
i~
∂
∂t
ψ(x, t) = Hψ(x, t)
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V (x, t)
]
ψ(x, t), (2)
where V (x, t) is the trapping potential. As we are con-
sidering the low energy limit, i.e., only the ground states
of each well are involved in the dynamics, we can write
the atomic wavefunction as the superposition
ψ(x, t) =
∑
i=L,M,R
ai(t)φi(x). (3)
Here φi(x) = 〈x|φi〉 are the localized ground state wave-
functions of each isolated trap centered at xi with i =
L,M,R accounting for the left, middle and right well, re-
spectively. The probability amplitudes fulfill
∑
i |ai|2 = 1
and to guarantee that the ground state wavefunctions
satisfy
∫
φ∗jφidx = δij it is necessary to orthonormal-
ize them by means of, for instance, the Gram–Schmidt
[28, 53] or the Holstein–Herring methods [54, 55]. This
lowest-band approximation is good as long as adiabatic
evolution is maintained, which in many works we discuss
below is supported by numerical integration of the full
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
Inserting ansatz (3) into Eq. (2), the equation of mo-
tion for the probability amplitudes becomes
i~
d
dt
 aLaM
aR
 = H3M
 aLaM
aR
 , (4)
with the three-mode Hamiltonian
H3M = ~
 ωL −JML2 −JRL2−JLM2 ωM −JRM2
−JLR2 −JMR2 ωR
 , (5)
where the energy of the asymptotic vibrational eigenstate
φi and the tunnelling rate between states φi and φj are
given, respectively, by
~ωi =
∫
φ∗iHφidx, (6)
~Jij =− 2
∫
φ∗jHφidx. (7)
Without loss of generality we choose the φi eigenfunc-
tions to be real and, therefore, Jij = Jji.
Let us consider now the particular case for which (i)
ωL = ωR, i.e., the two outermost wells are in resonance;
and (ii) JLR ∼ 0, i.e., direct tunneling between the out-
ermost traps is negligible. Then
H3M = ~
 0 −JLM2 0−JLM2 ωM −JMR2
0 −JMR2 0
 , (8)
4| Li | M i | Ri
JLM JMR
~!L ~!R
~!M
FIG. 1. Sketch of the three-level model approximation used to
describe a single quantum particle in a triple-well potential.
where, for simplicity, the origin of energies has been taken
as ~ωL = 0. Diagonalizing Eq. (8) one obtains three
eigenstates
|+〉 = sin Θ cosϕ|φL〉 − sinϕ|φM 〉+ cos Θ cosϕ|φR〉,(9)
|−〉 = sin Θ sinϕ|φL〉+ cosϕ|φM 〉+ cos Θ sinϕ|φR〉,(10)
|D〉 = cos Θ|φL〉 − sin Θ|φR〉, (11)
with eigenvalues
λ± =
~
2
(
ωM ±
√
ω2M + J
2
LM + J
2
MR
)
, (12)
λD = 0. (13)
The mixing angles Θ and ϕ are
tan Θ =
JLM
JMR
, (14)
tanϕ =
√
J2LM + J
2
MR√
J2LM + J
2
MR + ω
2
M + ωM
. (15)
To adiabatically transfer a particle in the considered
triple-well system from the left to the right trap using
SAP, one can follow state |D〉 in Eq. (11), the so-called
spatial dark state, by smoothly varying the tunneling
rates such that the mixing angle Θ evolves from 0 to
pi/2. This means to favor first the tunneling between
the middle and right traps and then the tunneling be-
tween the left and middle traps. This temporal sequence
of the tunneling couplings is named the counterintuitive
coupling scheme. Since the spatial dark state only in-
volves the localized ground states of the outermost wells,
the signature of SAP in a triple well is that the middle
well is negligibly populated during the whole transport
process.
2. Comparison to STIRAP
In quantum-optical STIRAP, two-laser pulses are ap-
plied in a counterintuitive temporal sequence to the two
adjacent transitions of an atomic or molecular Λ-type
three-level system to transfer the population between the
two lower energy internal states [16]. Therefore, SAP
in a triple-well potential is the matter wave analogue of
STIRAP. From a physical point of view, SAP deals with
the external (localized) degrees of freedom of trapped
particles while STIRAP deals with the internal degrees
of freedom. This implies some differences between both
techniques:
(i) In STIRAP, to obtain the three-mode Hamiltonian
with the two Rabi frequencies playing the role of the
tunneling rates, the electric dipole and rotating wave ap-
proximations are needed. In the SAP case, the fact that
the tunneling amplitudes must be smaller than the in-
volved trapping frequencies is equivalent to the rotating
wave approximation, and it ensures that, in the adiabatic
limit, no transitions to excited vibrational states occur.
Detrimental decoherence mechanisms in STIRAP such
as Doppler broadening or photon recoil are not present
for SAP although others appear such as trap shaking or
finite trapping lifetimes. The role of some decoherence
mechanisms in SAP is discussed in Sect. III F.
(ii) The signature of both SAP in a triple-well sys-
tem and STIRAP techniques is that the intermediate
state is not being populated during the whole process.
For SAP this seems to indicate that the local continuity
equation associated to the Schro¨dinger equation fails. In
Sect. III B 2 we review this paradoxical issue.
(iii) Being a spatial transfer, SAP can be considered in
systems for which it is possible to tunnel-couple all three
traps by taking, for instance, three non-aligned wells in
two and three-dimensional configurations. This intro-
duces an additional tunneling rate JLR which allows for
potential applications in matter-wave interferometry and
for the generation of angular momentum, see Sect. III E.
It is worth noting that this extra coupling has been pro-
posed for cyclic STIRAP [56, 57] and recently for su-
peradiabatic STIRAP [58]. In chiral molecules, whose
states have ill-definite parity due to the lack of inversion
symmetry, the possibility of coupling of all three levels
appears naturally [59, 60].
(iv) At variance with STIRAP, there is no need to keep
the resonance to perform SAP in a triple-well system.
If the resonance condition does not hold during the dy-
namics, the spatial dark state becomes dressed by the
localized state of the middle well. While in STIRAP
the intermediate state is, typically, a fast decaying ex-
cited state that one does not want to populate at any
time during the dynamics, SAP is free of this problem
since the middle localized state is as stable as the local-
ized states of the outermost wells. However, to achieve
significant tunneling rates, it is convenient to keep the
resonance condition between the traps. See Sect. III F
for a detailed discussion on how to keep the resonance
condition in practical implementations.
(v) In STIRAP, one can control the relative phase
between the pump and Stokes laser pulses. However,
it is not obvious how this can be achieved in SAP be-
cause the tunneling rate between two real-valued local-
ized energy eigenfunctions is also real-valued. Potential
control on the relative phase between the couplings is
presently discussed to implement geometrical phases for
quantum gates and holonomic quantum computation, see
5Sect. III C 2 for a more detailed analysis.
(vi) To ensure the adiabatic transport it is necessary
that JMR(t = 0)  JLM (t = 0), and JLM (t = tmax) 
JMR(t = tmax). In STIRAP, because of the necessity
to turn on a laser pulse, it is natural to consider pulses
which are symmetric about their midpoint, such as Gaus-
sian pulses [61], even though various pulse schemes have
been described [62, 63]. In SAP, on the other hand,
there is no requirement for the tunneling rates to be
initially zero, and many proposals exploring error func-
tion pulses [64], square sinusoidal pulses [65], sinusoidal
pulses, linear variation [66] and so on exist. The decision
of choosing a pulse shape may come down to the avail-
ability and convenience of the control, provided that the
counterintuitive pulse condition is maintained. Interest-
ingly, although smooth variations of the control parame-
ters would seem necessary for adiabatic passage, there are
two pulse schemes that show good performances without
the need for smoothly varying controls: piecewise adia-
batic passage [67, 68] and digital adiabatic passage [66].
3. SAP with three identical harmonic wells
To illustrate the SAP technique let us consider a triple-
well potential modeled as three identical truncated har-
monic wells [25] . This academic example allows for keep-
ing the resonance between the three ground states of the
triple-well potential and to obtain accurate analytical ex-
pressions for the tunneling rates. Other potentials, such
as square wells [69], Gaussian [70] or Po¨schl–Teller [28]
are also considered in the literature, and lead to qualita-
tively similar results.
To control the tunneling rates in time, one can either
adjust the well separation or the height of the barriers.
Here we follow the former approach and assume that each
well is centered at xi(t) with i = L,M,R such that the
joint trapping potential reads
V (x, t) =
1
2
mω2x min
i
{
(x− xi(t))2
}
, (16)
with ωx being the trapping frequency. The distances be-
tween the well centers are given by dLM = |xL−xM | and
dMR = |xR − xM |. We assume that at the initial time
t = 0 the three wells are negligibly coupled by tunneling
and that the single quantum particle is prepared into the
localized ground state of the left well, i.e.,
ψ(x, t = 0) = φL(x− xL(t = 0))
=
√
α
4
√
pi
e−(x−xL(t=0))
2/2α2 , (17)
with α =
√
~/mωx being the width of the ground state
of the harmonic potential.
The tunneling rate between the ground vibrational
states of two truncated harmonic wells as a function of
the separation between the two wells can be straight-
forwardly calculated as the energy splitting between the
−10
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FIG. 2. SAP process for a single quantum particle initially
in the left well of a piece-wise truncated triple-well harmonic
potential. Temporal evolution of the (a) well positions, (b)
tunneling rates, (c) mixing angle, and (d) populations of the
ground state of each well. Here dmax = 9α, dmin = 1.5α,
τ = 600ω−1x , and T = 120ω
−1
x .
lowest symmetric and antisymmetric energy eigenstates
of the double-well potential. Thus, for two piece-wise
truncated harmonic wells one obtains [31, 71]
J(d/α)
ωx
=
−1 + e(d/α)2/4 (1 + (d/α)√pierfc(d/2α)/2)√
piα
(
e(d/α)2/2 − 1) /d .
(18)
Here erfc(x) =
∫∞
x
e−t
2
dt is the complementary error
function and d the distance between the two well centers.
In the adiabatic limit and in order to avoid excitations
to unwanted vibrational states, the distances between the
traps must ensure that J < ωx.
The counterintutive coupling sequence can then be im-
plemented by the following temporal evolution of the trap
60
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FIG. 3. Population at the right well at the end of the SAP
protocol for a particle initially located at the left well as a
function of the adiabaticity of the process. Here dmax = 9α,
dmin = 1.5α, τ = 5T , and Jmax = J(dmin).
centers
xL(t) =
{−dmax t ≤ T,
−dmin − (dmax − dmin) cos2
(
pi(t−T )
τ
)
t > T,
xM (t) = 0,
xR(t) =
{
dmin + (dmax − dmin) cos2
(
pit
τ
)
t ≤ τ,
dmax t > τ.
(19)
The total time is then tmax = τ + T , with τ being the
time it takes to approach and separate the traps and T
the delay between the two approaching sequences, see
Fig. 2(a). The corresponding tunneling rates calculated
from Eq. (18) are shown in Fig. 2(b), and the resulting
mixing angle Θ can be seen to smoothly evolve from 0 to
pi/2 in Fig. 2(c). This efficiently transports the quantum
particle from the left to the right well, see Fig. 2(d).
For the three-mode case, it is possible to obtain a sim-
ple ‘global’ condition which guarantees the adiabaticity of
the process. For tunneling rates with Gaussian-like tem-
poral profiles of width σ and peak values Jmax, separated
by an optimal temporal delay T ∼ √2σ, this condition is
given by [16]
JmaxT > 10. (20)
The final population in the right well as a function of
JmaxT is shown in Fig. 3, demonstrating the high fidelity
and the robustness of the SAP process for adiabatic time
scales. In the non-adiabatic limit, i.e., for short durations
of the process, two factors are inhibiting full transfer:
Rabi oscillations between localized states and excitations
to higher vibrational bands.
Finally, it is important to highlight that the validity
of the three mode approximation to account for the adi-
abatic transport of a single quantum particle in a triple-
well potential has been verified by the direct integration
of the Schro¨dinger equation in one [25, 72], two [31, 33]
and three dimensions [65]. Accurate quantitative agree-
ment was not only obtained when SAP was applied to the
adiabatic transport between the localized ground states,
but also between excited states [28]. In addition, as will
be discussed in Sect. III D, SAP can be applied over
a significant parameter range to the non-linear Gross–
Pitaevskii equation to deal, in the mean field approxi-
mation, with the adiabatic transport of a Bose–Einstein
condensate.
4. SAP in a double-well system
Adiabatic passage techniques can also be implemented
in double-well potentials to transfer a single particle from
the left to the right trap. The two-mode Hamiltonian in
terms of the left, |φL〉, and right, |φR〉, localized states is
H2M = ~
(
0 −J2
−J2 ω
)
, (21)
where ~ω = ~ωR − ~ωL is the energy bias and J the
tunneling rate. The diagonalization of Eq. (21) gives the
two eigenstates
|+〉 = sin θ|φL〉 − cos θ|φR〉 (22)
|−〉 = cos θ|φL〉+ sin θ|φR〉 (23)
with eigenvalues λ± = ~
(
ω ±√J2 + ω2) /2, and a mix-
ing angle given by tan 2θ = J/ω. Analogously to the
quantum-optical RAP technique [15], it is therefore pos-
sible to transfer a single particle initially located in the
left trap to the right one by adiabatically following ei-
ther |+〉 or |−〉. Alternatively it is straightforward to
show that the time evolution of the probability ampli-
tudes aL and aR for the quantum particle to be in the
left and right traps, respectively, can be mapped to a
three-variable model governed by the following equations
of motion [73, 74]
d
dt
 UV
W
 = ~
 0 −ω 0ω 0 J
0 −J 0
 UV
W
 . (24)
Here U = 2Re{aLa∗R}, V = 2Im{aLa∗R} and W =
|aR|2 − |aL|2 are, respectively, three real variables that
correspond to two times the real and imaginary part of
the spatial coherence and the population imbalance. The
conservation of the norm implies that U2 +V 2 +W 2 = 1.
The matrix on the r.h.s. of Eq. (24) is an odd real-valued
skew symmetric matrix with one zero eigenvalue, λd = 0,
and two other ones λ± = ±~
√
ω2 + J2. The eigenvector
associated to the zero eigenvalue, named dark eigenvec-
tor, is given by
d(θ˜) = W cos θ˜ + U sin θ˜, (25)
where tan θ˜ = J/ω. The dark eigenvector is stationary
and decoupled from the rest of the eigenvectors. Thus, if
the quantum particle is initially located in the left well
(W = −1, U = V = 0) and θ˜ is smoothly varied from
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FIG. 4. Trap positions (dashed lines) and atomic densities for
TLAO techniques analogous to (a) STIRAP, (b) CPT, and (c)
EIT processes (see text). The atom is initially in the left trap
centered at x = −9α.
0 to pi/2, the wavefunction splits equally between the
two wells (W = V = 0, U = −1). On the other hand,
the particle can be adiabatically transferred from the left
(W = −1) to the right (W = 1) well by smoothly vary-
ing θ˜ from 0 to pi. Finally, it is possible to inhibit the
transport of a particle initially located in the left trap if
the mixing angle evolves from 0 to any arbitrary value to
eventually reach 0 again.
B. Single atoms
1. Three-level atom optics
Controlling the state of single quantum particles is a
challenging task and a topic of significant present ac-
tivity in the fields of quantum computation, quantum
metrology, and quantum simulation. While there is a
panoply of techniques to control the internal states of
atoms, there is a need for the development of novel tech-
niques to manipulate the external degrees of freedom of
matter waves in optical and magnetic traps. To this aim,
the transport of single atoms via SAP was proposed by
Eckert et al. [25] in a set of techniques named three-level
atom optics (TLAO). The name suggests an analogy be-
tween quantum-optical processes in electronic three-level
systems and tunneling-based processes for cold atoms in
triple-well potentials. The analogue of STIRAP in TLAO
has already been presented in Sect. III A. Two more
analogies were presented in this initial work [25]: coher-
ent population trapping (CPT), which allows to create
a delocalized dark state between the outermost traps by
finishing the evolution of the mixing angle Θ at pi/4, and
electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT), which
inhibits the transfer of the atom from the left to the right
trap by strongly coupling the middle and right traps.
The positioning sequences for the individual traps and
the temporal evolution of the atomic density for these
three TLAO techniques are shown in Fig. 4.
A follow-up work [70] focused on the robustness of
the transfer, studied the transfer with two atoms in the
triple-well system, introduced Gaussian potentials and
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FIG. 5. Set of 30 Bohmian trajectories (black lines) as-
sociated with the dynamics of a Bose–Einstein condensate
during a SAP process between the outermost traps of a triple
well [75]. The distribution of initial positions for the trajec-
tories (x0) follows the probability distribution of the ground
state of the left trap. Also represented are the atom mean
position (red thick solid line), the quasinode position (blue
dashed line), and the positions of the barriers (dotted lines).
α is the width of the ground state of the harmonic trap.
also showed the possibility of applying SAP techniques
to cold atoms propagating in optical waveguides. Exam-
ples of these processes are discussed later in this section.
2. Population in the central well
As discussed above, for the transport of an atom be-
tween the two outermost traps in a triple-well following
a dark state of the form of Eq. (11), the middle trap re-
mains unpopulated. In real space this corresponds to the
spatial dark state possessing a node in the middle trap.
However, for finite times the dynamical state corresponds
to the dark state being weakly dressed by other eigen-
states, leading to a finite population in the central trap.
The more adiabatic the process is performed, the better
the following of the dark state, and thus, the smaller this
population will be. This therefore allows for the paradox-
ical possibility that the transport of the atom between
the outer traps can be achieved with a negligible popu-
lation in the middle trap, see Fig. 4(a), which appears to
contradict the quantum continuity equation.
This behaviour is not particular to systems of ultra-
cold atoms in harmonic traps, but appears in any system
where SAP can be implemented for three spatially sep-
arated wells following a spatial dark state of the form
of Eq. (11). For instance, in Ref. [65] this effect was dis-
cussed for an atomic Bose–Einstein condensate in a triple
well created by adding two Gaussian barriers to a har-
monic trap. SAP was then performed by lowering and
raising these barriers in a counterintuitive fashion. An
analytical study of the conditions for a vanishing central-
well population was carried out in Ref. [69] using three
square wells separated by delta-function or square poten-
tial barriers. The authors found that in order to maintain
a negligible occupation of the central trap, the depths of
the outer wells need to be varied while the barrier heights
are changed time-dependently.
8However, how can the atom move between the outer
wells without populating the middle trap? To clarify this
apparently paradoxical behaviour, this process was stud-
ied in Refs. [75] and [76] by means of Bohmian mechan-
ics [77–79]. Bohmian mechanics is a formalism equivalent
to standard quantum mechanics in terms of predictions,
and provides a good visualization of continuity because
of its use of quantum trajectories. A particle’s velocity
along a trajectory is given by
~vtraj(~r, t) =
~j(~r, t)
ρ(~r, t)
, (26)
where ρ(~r, t) = |ψ(~r, t)|2 is the probability density and
~j(~r, t) =
i~
2m
[
ψ(~r, t)∇ψ∗(~r, t)− ψ∗(~r, t)∇ψ(~r, t)
]
(27)
is its associated probability density current. For the SAP
dynamics following the set up suggested in Ref. [65] and
described above, the trajectories are shown in Fig. 5 and
can be seen to follow the wavefunction from the left re-
gion to the right one, transiting through the middle trap.
However, as the dark state has a node in the middle re-
gion, indicated by the green dashed line in Fig. 5, the
atomic density has a very low value at that position.
Therefore, as can be seen in the figure, the velocity in-
creases dramatically (cf. Eq. (26)) around this quasin-
ode, reaching values which are orders of magnitude larger
than the mean velocity of the wave packet. This means
that, in the Bohmian picture, the atom transits through
the central trap at a high velocity in order to keep the
population low.
Slowing down the SAP process will therefore increase
the Bohmian velocities [75], because a better following
of the dark state leads to a smaller population in the
quasinode. There is thus a regime for a (finite) total
time where the trajectories will approach and eventually
surpass the speed of light. Since with a correct relativis-
tic treatment, Bohmian trajectories for massive particles
cannot surpass the speed of light [80, 81], superluminal
trajectories are an irrefutable indication of the applica-
tion of the Schro¨dinger equation in a regime where it is
not valid. It is remarkable that relativistic corrections are
needed to properly address the transport and avoid su-
perluminal propagation in a system where the associated
average velocities are orders of magnitude smaller than
the speed of light [75]. Using a relativistic formalism to
study SAP, however, is still outstanding.
The vanishing of the central trap population also al-
lows an atom to be transported between the outer wells
even if a second atom is present in the central well. In
Ref. [82] the transport was shown to be unaffected by
the presence of a second atom of a different species that
was considered to be deeply trapped, and thus remained
essentially static in the central well. This proposal is also
of interest because it is based on an optical superlattice
with a unit cell consisting of three wells. Optical su-
perlattices are the result of the combination of multiple
tmax
FIG. 6. Angular momentum as a function of the overall du-
ration of the process (upper plot) and the final states in the
rightmost trap at points A, B, C, and D (lower plots). All
simulations are in the adiabatic regime where almost 100%
transfer is achieved. Time is in units of the inverse of the trap-
ping frequency and angular momentum in units of ~. From
[83].
laser beams with different frequencies/orientation and, at
variance with regular lattices, consist of unit cells which
can contain multiple traps. Superlattices give the oppor-
tunity to perform the same experiment multiple times
simultaneously, once in each cell, which allows to easily
scale up the size of more complex cold atomic systems.
3. Quantum state preparation
Besides transport, SAP techniques have also been
studied for the preparation of more complex quantum
states from simpler ones. Such techniques can be very
helpful to control and manipulate single neutral atoms for
potential applications in quantum information process-
ing. For instance, a configuration proposed in Ref. [27]
can be used to create a symmetric or antisymmetric su-
perposition between the ground states of a double well.
In this system of three traps, the rightmost trap is a
double well consisting of two harmonic potentials. The
state localized in the leftmost trap can be resonant with
either the symmetric or antisymmetric combination of
the ground states in the right trap wells, and SAP can
be used to completely transfer the atom to that state.
Which of these states is resonant can be chosen by de-
tuning the trapping frequencies of the right-most wells
either up to match the symmetric state or down to match
the antisymmetric one.
The influence of the SAP dynamics on the phase of a
quantum state was studied in Ref. [83], and was shown
to allow to control the angular momentum of an atom by
transporting it through three 2D harmonic traps. The
9FIG. 7. Schematic of the state filtering proposal in Ref. [27].
The middle and right wells have trapping frequencies three
times larger than that of the left trap. The initial state can
be a superposition of the ground and first excited states of
the left trap.
initial state is chosen to carry a single unit of angular
momentum, and therefore has a phase distribution that
increases by 2pi for a closed loop around the centre of
the state. While applying the counterintuitive SAP se-
quence of couplings leads to a complete transfer of the
atom from the initial trap to the most distant one, the
angular momentum of the final state oscillates continu-
ously between clockwise and counterclockwise depending
on the overall duration of the process, see Fig. 6. This
shows that SAP is not robust with respect to the conser-
vation of the phase [83]. However, the dependence of the
final angular momentum on the overall time of the pro-
cess is deterministic, therefore it can be used to obtain
the full spectrum of angular momentum superposition
states, which can have applications for quantum infor-
mation processing. Other SAP schemes for manipulat-
ing angular momentum when the traps are in a triangular
configuration are discussed in Sect. III E.
4. State filtering
The control over the shape of the trapping poten-
tials allows to create filtering mechanisms for vibrational
states by engineering the energy spectrum of the system.
A simple SAP mechanism in a triple-well can be devised
by making the first vibrational state of the leftmost trap
resonant with the ground states of the middle and right
traps, see Fig. 7. For harmonic traps in 1D, this means
making the trapping frequency of the middle and right
traps three times larger than that of the left trap. In
this situation, SAP transfers the population of the first
excited state of the left trap to the ground state of the
right trap, while the population of the ground state of
the left trap remains unaffected.
Another filtering mechanism can be created by making
use of the fact that for two identical potential traps at
a fixed distance, the tunneling rate increases with the
vibrational state of the traps [28]. As a consequence, the
adiabaticity condition for SAP transport in a triple well
is state-dependent.
Assuming that the energy separation between the dif-
ferent vibrational states of each trap is large enough to
avoid cross tunneling among different vibrational states
and that there is no significant coupling between the two
outermost traps, the Hamiltonian of the system can be
FIG. 8. State filtering via SAP using the procedure from
Ref. [28]. Gray areas indicate regions in the parameter plane
(d0/α, ωxT ) where filtering of the n-th vibrational level can be
achieved for Po¨schl–Teller potentials with a depth of 42~ωx.
These areas are limited to the right by Jmaxn T = 10, where the
process is not adiabatic enough for level n, (solid blue curves)
and to the left by Jmaxn−1T = 1, where the process transfers
some population within level n − 1 (dashed red curve). The
maximum couplings Jmaxn depend on the minimum approach
distance between the traps d0. From Ref. [28].
separated as
H = H0 ⊕H1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hn ⊕ . . . (28)
Here, Hn is the Hamiltonian of the subsystem of the
states in the n-th vibrational level, which is analogous
to the one in Eq. (8) and each has a spatial dark state
which allows to transport an atom between the two out-
ermost traps. However, each subsystem has a different
tunneling rate with Jn > Jn′ for n > n
′, leading to a dif-
ferent adiabaticity condition, see Eq. (20). Therefore, for
any given n it is possible to find a parameter regime in
which the process is adiabatic for levels n and higher (and
SAP transfers the atom to the right trap), but where the
tunneling is too weak for those vibrational states lower
than n (and SAP leaves them in the left trap), see Fig. 8.
This filtering process can be used, for instance, for the
preparation of vibrational states on demand and to per-
form quantum tomography of the initial population of
vibrational-states [28]. However, it cannot measure the
relative phase between the different levels. In Ref. [28]
this system was studied using Po¨schl–Teller potentials,
which approximate experimental Gaussian traps much
better than the usually used truncated harmonic poten-
tials and for which analytical expressions for the energy
eigenvalues and eigenstates exist.
5. Hole transport
The SAP dynamics can also be used for the transport
of empty sites, i.e., holes [7]. For the hole description to
be valid, each trap must contain, at most, one atom in
its vibrational ground state at all times, which can be
achieved by either considering Pauli’s exclusion principle
(for spin-polarized identical fermions) or by introducing
a large enough interaction between atoms. In the case of
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FIG. 9. Transport of a hole in a triple well potential. (a)
Sketch of the states considered with two atoms in three traps,
and their representation on the configuration space. The two
spots correspond to the (anti)symmetrization of the wave-
function. (b) Snapshots of the two-fermion joint probability
distribution |ψ(x1, x2, t)|2 at different times during the evo-
lution. The initial and final states correspond, respectively,
to |φ˜L〉 and |φ˜R〉. The trap approaching scheme is shown in
Fig. 4(a).
two atoms in three identical traps, one can then construct
a three-level model for the hole state, see Fig. 9(a), which
supports a spatial dark state for the hole and therefore
allows for SAP dynamics.
The efficiency of the process was numerically deter-
mined for both spin-polarized fermions and interacting
bosons by solving the two-particle Schro¨dinger equation
with the trapping potential given in Eq. (16) and an in-
teraction potential of the form
U(x1, x2) = 2~asωpδ(x1 − x2). (29)
Here as is the s-wave scattering length of the interac-
tion and ωp is the trapping frequency in the transverse
direction.
The dynamics of the SAP transport of a fermionic hole
in a triple well are shown in Fig. 9(b). The initial state
corresponds to the hole being in the left trap (atoms in
the middle and right traps, see Fig. 9(b-i)) and the fi-
nal state corresponds to the hole being in the right trap
(atoms in the left and middle traps, see Fig. 9(b-vi)).
During the entire evolution, the diagonal of the config-
uration space has a node due to the antisymmetrization
of the wavefunction (or the strong contact interaction for
bosons). The fact that the counterdiagonal also has a
vanishing population is a signature of the SAP process
because it means that state |φ˜M 〉, i.e., hole in the middle
trap (Fig. 9(a-ii)) is not being populated.
The control over the dynamics offered by the inter-
action between the atoms and their spin state makes
this two-atom system more versatile than the single atom
counterpart. Taking advantage of these two control pa-
rameters, the hole SAP transport was proposed to im-
plement two atomtronic devices: a diode, where the hole
transport succeeds in only one direction, and a transis-
tor, where the transport efficiency depends on the spin
state of the atoms [7]. Furthermore, the system’s Hamil-
tonian can be generalized for both fermions and hardcore
bosons by means of a Hubbard model considering the hole
as an effective particle. This allows, in a similar manner
to multilevel STIRAP/SAP [84, 85], to implement hole
transport in arrays of n (odd) traps containing n − 1
atoms.
6. Multiple particle transport
Another system that shows particle-induced nonlinear-
ities in SAP is the Bose–Hubbard model [86]. For the case
of N particles across 3 wells, using the canonical SAP ge-
ometry, it is possible to express the allowed states in a
triangular diagram, with the initial state |N, 0, 0〉, final
state |0, 0, N〉, and the state |0, N, 0〉 at the apex. Parti-
cles hopping from the left to centre wells are represented
by diagonal lines going from bottom left to top right,
while particles hopping from the centre to the right well
are represented by lines from the top left to the bot-
tom right. By using such a representation, Bradly et
al. were able to show that the lowest two levels of the
non-interacting Bose–Hubbard SAP process were equiv-
alent to the alternating SAP process [85], and hence
could be treated following the results given in Eq. (33) in
Sect. III C 1 (below). The results showed the usual hall-
marks of SAP, namely particles moving from left to right
wells without transient occupation of the central well.
Including particle-particle interactions into the model
introduced energy gaps to the intermediate states, which
in turn led to an increase in the time required for high-
fidelity transport, and central well detuning could be used
to mitigate the effects of particle-particle interaction to
some extent. Since the interaction raises the overall en-
ergy of the system, additional care needs to be taken in
order not to excite transitions to higher-lying bands.
7. Coupled matter waveguides
Up to now we have seen that the external wavefunction
of trapped ultracold atoms can be manipulated by a tem-
poral variation of the coupling between potential traps.
Analogously, one can engineer the couplings in space be-
tween matter waveguides by appropriately designing a
fixed guiding structure, which allows to manipulate the
propagation of an atomic wave packet. In particular, one
can implement SAP techniques in a three-waveguide sys-
tem [70] to transport an atomic wave packet between the
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I. INTRODUCTION
- intro inicial master de integrated optics i cmos
Silicon photonics has attracted during recent years a
lot of attention because of the possibilities it o⌅ers to rev-
olutionize computing platforms by manufacturing optical
communication devices using traditional CMOS technol-
ogy [? ? ]. Using light as the carrier of information,
new techniques o⌅ering full control of light propagation
in silicon based optical devices are fully desirable. In this
work, we explore the possibilities of applying an analog
of the Stimulated Raman Adiabatic passage (STIRAP)
technique [? ? ] to obtain a robust and highly e⇧cient
transfer of power between rib optical waveguides. More-
over, two new STIRAP-based integrated optical devices
are proposed, designed, numerically studied, fabricated
and experimentally characterized: (i) a spectral filter and
(ii) a delay line device?.
- posar algo mes de filtering
- presentar les diferents seccions de l’article
II. BACKGROUND
- presentar molt breument la tecnica stirap citant al
longhi i destacar-ne la robustesa
As it is presented in [Longhi], it is possible to ap-
ply an analog of the STIRAP technique to systems of
three identical evanescent coupled optical waveguides, as
the one schematically depicted in Fig. 1. The geometry
of the system consists of two outermost slightly curved
waveguides (L, R) and a central straight waveguide (C).
The two outermost waveguides follow a circular trajec-
tory along the propagation direction z and, since they
are placed very far apart compared to the extension of
the evanescent fields, we can consider that they are not
coupled.
x
Propagation of light into such systems can be described
by the evolution along the propagation distance of the
mode amplitudes aR,C,R of the mode corresponding to
each waveguide, which is governed by the coupled-mode
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an analog of the STIRAP technique to systems of three
identical evanescent coupled optical waveguides, as the
one schematically depicted in Fig. ??. The geometry
of the system consists of two outermost slightly curved
waveguides (L, R) and a central straight waveguide (C).
The two outermost waveguides follow a circular trajec-
tory along the propagation direction z and, since they
are placed very far apart compared to the extension of
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Propagation of light into such systems can be described
by t e evolution long the propagation distance of the
mode amplitudes aR,C,R of the mode corresponding to
each waveguide, which is governed by the coupled-mode
equations [? ? ]:
i
d
dz
 ⇤ aRaC
aL
⇥⌅ =
 ⇤ 0 ⇤R 0⇤R 0 ⇤L
0 ⇤L 0
⇥⌅ ⇤ aRaC
aL
⇥⌅ , (1)
where ⇤L,R = ⇤L,R(z,⇥) are the coupling coe⇧cients
between the outermost waveguides and the central one,
which depend on the propagation distance z and the
wavelength ⇥. As we commented, it is assumed that left
and right waveguides are not directly coupled. In partic-
ular, as occurs for the STIRAP technique in ⇥ three level
atomic systems, there is also a dark state for the system
of waveguides not involving the central waveguide
D( ) = (aR, aC , aL) = (cos , 0,  sin ), (2)
with tan  ⇥ ⇤R/⇤L. Therefore, if light is initially in-
jected in the right waveguide and the couplings are modi-
fied in the appropriate way along z so the mixing angle  
is adiabatically changed from 0  to 90 , light is e⇧ciently
transferred to the left waveguide without almost no inten-
sity in the central waveguides for the whole propagation.
Since the couplings ⇤ are generated by the existence of
evanescent fields, they can be straightforwardly modified
by changing the distance between the waveguides is the
x direction, as it is shown in Fig. ??.
From the adiabaticity condition for STIRAP among
internal atomic levels [? ], one can infer that there are
two significant aspects to con der: the bigger the mag-
nitude of the couplings and the longer the overlap be-
tween the couplings the more adiabatic is the process.
Whenever these two conditions are fulfilled the process
is adiabatic and the transfer of light is done in an e⇧cient
way. Thus, the STIRAP in waveguides is a robust pro-
cess in the sense that the transfer will be e⇧cient whereas
the process is adiabatic, an important feature that usual
directional couplers do not exhibit.
- posar a la figura la modificaci adequada de dels cou-
plings
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Coherent control and manipulation of light propagation in systems of three evanescent coupled
optical waveguides is addressed. We show that by an appropriate variation of the distance among
waveguides it is possible to transfer a beam of light between the outermost waveguides with very
low excitement of the central one, resembling the Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP)
technique. In particular, we use rib total internal reflection (TIR) integrated optical waveguides to
demonstrate, based on the e ciency of the STIRAP technique, that the system can be designed to
be used as a spectral filter. Numerical and experimental results are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
- in ro inicial m st r de integrated optics i cmos
Silicon photonics has attracted during rece t years a
lot of attention becau e of the possibilities it o⌅ers to rev
olutionize computing platforms by manufacturing optical
communication dev ces using traditi nal CMOS techn l-
ogy [? ? ]. Using ight as the carrier of information,
new techniques o⌅ering full contr l of li ht propag ti n
in silicon based optical devices are fully desirable. In this
work, we explore the possibilities of apply ng an analog
of th Stimulated Raman Adiabatic p ssage ( TIRAP)
t chnique [? ? ] to obtain a robust an highly e⇧c e t
transfer of pow r between rib optical waveguides. More-
over, two n w STIRAP-based integr ted optical devices
are proposed, esigned, numerically studied, fabricated
and experi entally characterized: (i) a spectral filter and
(ii) a delay line device?.
- posar algo mes de filtering
- presentar les diferents seccions de l’article
II. BACKGROUND
- presentar molt breument la tecnica stirap citant al
longhi i destacar-ne la robustesa
As it is presented in [Longhi], it is possible to apply
an analog of the STIRAP technique to systems of three
identical evanescent coupled optical waveguides, as the
one schematically depicted in Fig. ??. The geometry
of the system consists of two outermost slightly curved
waveguides (L, R) and a central straight waveguide (C).
The two outermost waveguides follow a circular trajec-
tory along the propagation direction z and, since they
are placed very far apart compared to the extension of
the evanescent fields, we can consider that they are not
coupled.
Propagation of light into such systems can be described
by the evolu ion along the propagation distance of the
mode amplitudes aR,C,R of the mode corresponding to
each waveguide, which is governed by the coupled-mode
equations [? ? ]:
i
d
dz
 ⇤ RaC
aL
⇥⌅ =
 ⇤ 0 ⇤R 0⇤R 0 ⇤L
0 ⇤L 0
⇥⌅ ⇤ aRaC
aL
⇥⌅ , (1)
ere ⇤L,R = ⇤L,R(z,⇥) are the coupli g coe⇧cien s
betwe e outermost waveguides and the central on ,
which depend on the propagation distanc z and the
w velength ⇥. As we commented, it is assumed that ft
nd r ght waveguid s are not directly coupled. In partic-
ular, as occur for the STIRAP te h ique i ⇥ thre level
atomic systems, there is also a dark state for the system
of waveguides not involving the ce tral waveguide
D( ) = (aR, aC , aL) = (cos , 0,  sin ), (2)
with tan  ⇥ ⇤R/⇤L. Therefore, if lig t is initially in-
jected in he right wav guide and he couplings are modi-
fied in th appropriate way along z so the mixing angle  
is ad abatically changed from 0  to 90 , light is e⇧ciently
transferr d to the left w v guid without almost no i ten-
sity in the central waveguides for the whole propagation.
Sin e the couplings ⇤ ar g nerated by the exist nce of
evanescent fields, they ca be straightforwardly modified
by changing the distance between the waveguides is the
x direction, as it is shown in Fig. ??.
From the adiabaticity condition for STIRAP among
internal atomic levels [? ], one can infer that there are
t o significant aspects to consider: the bigger the mag-
nitude of the couplings and the longer the overlap be-
tween the couplings the more adiabatic is the process.
Whenever these two conditions are fulfilled the process
is adiabatic and the transfer of light is done in an e⇧cient
way. Thus, the STIRAP in waveguides is a robust pro-
cess in the sense that the transfer will be e⇧cient whereas
the process is adiabatic, an important feature that usual
directional couplers do not exhibit.
- posar a la figura la modificaci adequada de dels cou-
plings
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where ⇤L,R = ⇤L,R(z,⇥) are the coupling coe⇧cients
between the outermost waveguides and the central one,
which depend on the propagation distance z and the
w velength ⇥. As we commented, it is assumed that left
and right waveguides are not directly coupled. In partic-
ul r, as occurs for the STIRAP technique in ⇥ three level
atomic systems, there is also a dark state for the system
of waveguides not involving the central waveguide
D( ) = (aR, aC , aL) = (cos , 0,  sin ), (2)
with tan  ⇥ ⇤R/⇤L. Therefore, if light is initially in-
jected in the right waveguide and the couplings are modi-
fied in the appropriate way along z so the mixing angle  
is adiabatically changed from 0  to 90 , light is e⇧ciently
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sity in the central waveguides for the whole propagation.
Sinc the ouplings ⇤ are generated by the existence of
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x direction, as it is shown in Fig. ??.
From the adiaba city condition for STIRAP among
inter al atomic l vels [? ], one can infer that there are
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of th system consists of two outermost slightly curved
waveguides (L, R) and a central s raight waveg ide (C).
The two ou ermost waveguides follow a circular trajec-
tory along the propagation dir ction z and, sinc th y
are placed very far apart compared to the extension f
the e anescent fields, we can consider that they are not
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by the evolution along the propagation distance of the
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wher ⇤L,R = ⇤L,R(z,⇥) are the coupling coe⇧cients
between the utermost waveguides and the central one,
which depe n the propagation distance z and the
wavelength ⇥. As we comment d, it is assumed that left
and right wav guides are not directly coupled. In partic-
ular, as occurs for the STIRAP technique in ⇥ three level
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with tan  ⇥ ⇤R/⇤L. Therefore, if light is initially in-
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FIG. 1. Schematic geometry of the system of waveguides.
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where ⇤L,R = ⇤L,R(z, ) are the coupling coe⇧cients
between the outermost waveguides and the central one,
which depend on the propagation distance z and the
wavelength  . As we commented, it is assumed that left
and right waveguides are not directly coupled. In partic-
ular, as occurs for the STIRAP technique in ⇥ three level
atomic systems, there is also a dark state for the system
of waveguides not involving the central waveguide
D( ) = (aR, aC , aL) = (cos , 0,  sin ), (2)
with tan  ⇥ ⇤R/⇤L. Therefore, if light is initially in-
jected in the right waveguide and the couplings are modi-
fied in the appropriate way along z so the mixing angle  
is adiabatically changed from 0  to 90 , light is e⇧ciently
transferred to the left waveguide without almost no inten-
sity in the central waveguides for the whole propagation.
Since the couplings ⇤ are generated by the existence of
evanescent fields, they can be straightforwardly modified
by changing the distance between the waveguides is the
x direction, as it is shown in Fig. 1.
From the adiabaticity condition for STIRAP among
internal atomic levels [? ], one can infer that there are
two significant aspects to consider: the bigger the mag-
nitude of the couplings and the longer the overlap be-
tween the couplings the more adiabatic is the process.
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As it is presented in [Longhi], it is possible to apply
an analog of the STIRAP technique to systems of three
identical evanescent coupled optical waveguides, as the
one schematically depicted in Fig. ??. The geometry
of the system consists of two outermost slightly curved
waveguides (L, R) and a central straight waveguide (C).
The two outermost waveguides follow a circular trajec-
tory along the propagation direction z and, since they
are placed very far apart compared to the extension of
the evanescent fields, we can consider that they are not
coupled.
Propagation of light into such systems can be described
by the evolution along the propagation distance of the
mode amplitudes aR,C,R of the mode corresponding to
each waveguide, which is governed by the coupled-mode
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wavelength ⇥. As we commented, it is assumed that left
and right waveguides are not directly coupled. In partic-
ular, as occurs for the STIRAP technique in ⇥ three level
atomic systems, there is also a dark state for the system
of waveguides not involving the central waveguide
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II. BACKGROUND
In systems of three id ntical single-mode evanescent cou-
pled optical waveguides, as the one schematically depicted in
Fig. 1(a), it is possible to apply an analog of the well known
STIRAP technique used in ⇥ three level atomic systems. The
geometry of such systems consists of two outermost slightly
curved waveguides (L, R) and a central straight waveguide
(C). The two outermost waveguides follow a circular trajectory
along the propagation direction z and, since they are placed
very far apart compared to the extension of the evanescent
fields, we can consider that they are not coupled.
Propagation of light into such systems can be described by
the evolution along the propagation distance of the mode am-
plitudes aR,C,R of the mode corresponding to each waveguide,
which is governed by the coupled-mode equations [?], [?]:
i
d
dz
 ⇤ aRaC
aL
⇥⌅ =
 ⇤ 0 ⇤R 0⇤R 0 ⇤L
0 ⇤L 0
⇥⌅ ⇤ aRaC
aL
⇥⌅ , (1)
where ⇤L,R = ⇤L,R(z) are the coupling coefficients between
the outermost waveguides and the central one and can depend
on the propagation distance z. As we commented, it is assumed
that left and right waveguides are not directly coupled. In
particular, as it occurs for the STIRAP technique in ⇥ three
level atomic systems, there is a dark state for the system of
waveguides not involving the central waveguide
D( ) = (aR, aC , aL) = (cos , 0,  sin ), (2)
with tan  ⇥ ⇤R/⇤L. Since the couplings ⇤ are generated
by the existence of evanescent fields, their values can be
straightforwardly modified by changing the distance between
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic top view of the geometry of the system of waveguides
consisting of two circular outermost waveguides and one straight central
waveguide. The minimum distance between waveguides is given by x0 and
the z distance between the center of the curved waveguides is defined by  .
(b) TIR waveguide parameters. (c) Experimental profile of the intensity of the
fundamental mode of one waveguide.
the waveguides in the x direction, being the couplings higher
as the waveguides are closer. Therefore, if light is initially
injected in the right wavegui e and the coupli gs are modified
by approaching first left and central waveguides and, later on
and with a certain overlap, right and central waveguides, as it is
shown in Fig. 1(a), so that the mixing angle   is adiabatically
changed from 0  to 90 , the system is able to follow the dark
state and light is efficiently transferred to the left waveguide
without almost no intensity in the central waveguide for the
whole propagation.
From the adiabaticity condition for STIRAP among internal
atomic levels [?], one can infer that there are two significant
aspects to consider: whenever the magnitude of the couplings
is big enough and the overlap between the couplings is long
enough the process is adiabatic and, therefore, the transfer
of light is done in an efficient way. Thus, the STIRAP in
waveguides is a robust process in the sense that the transfer
will be efficient whereas the process is adiabatic, an important
feature that usual directional couplers do not exhibit.
III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE DEVICES
The final optimization of the systems of three waveguides
has been realized by numerical simulations using the software
Fimmprop and Fimmwave (Photondesign). Those simulations
have been used to design the masks for the fabrication process
of the real devices. Nevertheless, several devices with slightly
2
adiabatic passage of matterwav is required for these
processes in order to transfer the atoms betwe n th out-
ermost waveguide and the ring trap, and vice versa. On
the other hand, the cooling system has the objective of
filtering out the hottest (and fastest) part of the velocity
distribution of the atoms while keeping the coldest part
propagating into the ring trap. This process relies in the
adiabaticity condition of a ouble spatial adiabatic pas-
sage of matterwaves. It consists of one of the arms of the
ring trap, a straight waveguide and a circular waveguide
with the curvature pointing out in the same direction as
the curvature of the ring trap. As we it will be explained
in detail in section IV?, since the adiabaticity condition
is velocity dependent, the coldest part of the velocity dis-
tribution of the atoms will be initially transferred to the
out rmost waveguide by a first spatial adiabatic process
and then they will be tran ferred back to the ring by a
second spatial adiabatic process. The hottest part of the
velocity distribution f the atoms will not follow the spa-
tial adiabatic pr cess and will end up in a superposition
after the cooling system, filtering out of th ring, after
every lap, a bigger part of the high values of the atomic
velocity dis ribution.
y
d0
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I. INTRODUCTION
Late advances in laser cooling and trapping of neu-
tral atoms have had a tremendous impact in low-energy
physics enabling a large number of high precision quan-
tum applications in di erent disciplines such as atom
optics, quantum metrology, quantum computation and
quantum simulation of condensed matter systems to only
cite a few [1]. Neutral atoms can be trapped by electric,
magnetic, and optical means in a large variety of poten-
tial geometries. Among all these geometries, annular or
ring traps [2–6] present some particular features such as
possessing periodic boundary conditions that make these
systems particularly interesting to investigate the stabil-
ity of persistent currents [7], the propagation of matter
wave solitons and vortices [8], cold collisions [3], quantum
phase transitions [9], and artificial electromagnetism [10].
Bright (attractive) ring traps for neutral atoms have been
experimentally reported with far-detuned optical dipole
beams propagating through annular microlenses [4] or by
means of spatial and acousto-optic modulators [5] while
dark (repulsive) rings have been realized by an appropri-
ate superposition of Laguerre-Gauss laser modes [6].
In fact, cold atoms in ring traps can be foreseen as the
low-energy counterpart of circular accelerators in high
energy physics. In this context, it is a focus of present
interest to seek for e⇥cient methods to inject, filter, store,
decelerate, accelerate, and extract neutral atoms into and
from ring traps. To this aim, an atom diode device has
been recently proposed for cooling and trapping neutral
atoms in ring traps with phase-space compression [11].
In this paper, we will discuss a novel proposal for in-
jecting into and extracting from neutral atoms in a ring
trap that consists in adiabatically following a spatial en-
ergy eigenstate of the system. Being the adiabaticity
condition velocity dependent, this system could be used
to filter out the hottest atoms from the initial atomic ve-
locity distribution. The adiabatic following of a spatial
energy eigenstate, the so-called spatial dark state, is the
matter wave analog [12] of the quantum optical stimu-
lated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) technique [13]
and it has been previously proposed for e⇥ciently trans-
port single atoms [12, 14] and Bose-Einstein condensates
[15] between the two extreme traps of a triple-well po-
tential as well as for filtering of matter-wave vibrational
states and quantum tomography [16].
The article is structured as follows. In Sec. II we intro-
duce the physical system under consideration consisting
of a ring trap coupled via tunneling to two dipole waveg-
uides. The basic mechanism for the coherent injection
and extraction of cold atoms into and from the ring trap
nj ctio co li g extracti n
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic representation of the system
with the trap ri g nd the injection, cooling and extracti n
parts.
will be discuss d in Sectio III. Sectio IV will be devoted
to the investigation of the adiabatic passage technique for
velocity filtering with state-of-t e- rt par m t r values.
Finally, we will sum arize the main results of t e article
in the Conclusions.
II. PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The physical sys e consist of a ring trap d th
complementary systems of dipolar waveguides o inject
into, extract from and cold n utral atoms n the ring
trap, s e Fig. 1. The complementary systems could be
switched either on or o  at will simply by switching on or
o  the laser light generating the dipolar waveguides. In
this way, injectio , c oling and extraction of atoms could
be applied when needed. The injection, cooling and ex-
traction systems are based on the analog of the STIRAP
technique applied to propagation of matterwaves along
waveguides [14].
For this study, neutral cold atoms propagating through
the system are characterized by mass m and velocity
distribution with mean value v along the direction they
propagate. Dipolar waveguides keep the atoms trapped
perpendicularly to the propagation direction. This trans-
verse confinement is modeled by harmonic potentials in
the proposed ring trap and waveguides, all of them with
the same trapping frequency,  x.
The injection and extraction systems are composed by
one curved arm corresponding to the ring trap, a straight
central waveguide and another circular waveguide on the
other side. The utility of these two systems is to allow
all the possible propagating atoms to go into the trap
ring and extract the cool enough ones from the ring af-
ter the cooling process. Therefore, a complete spatial
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I. INTRODUCTION
Late advances in laser cooling and trapp ng of neu-
tral atoms have had a tre endous impact in low-energy
physics enabling a large number of high precision quan-
tum applications in di ere t disciplines such as atom
optics, quantum metrology, quantum computation and
quantum simulatio of condensed matter systems to only
cite a few [1]. Neutr l atoms can be trapped by electric,
magnetic, and optical means in a large vari ty of poten-
ial geometries. Among all these geometries, annular or
ring trap [2–6] pr sent some par icular features such as
possess ng periodic b undary conditions that make these
systems particularly interesting to investigate the stabil-
ity of persistent currents [7], the propagation of matter
wave solitons and vortices [8], cold collisio s [3], quantum
phase transitions [9], and artificial electromagnetism [10].
Bright (attractive) ring traps for neutr l atoms have been
experimentally reported with far-detune optical dipole
beams propagating through annular microlenses [4] or by
means of spatial and acousto-optic modulators [5] while
dark (repulsive) rings have been realized by an appropri-
ate superposition of Laguerre-Gauss laser modes [6].
In fact, cold atoms in ring traps can be foreseen as the
low-energy counterpart of circular accelerators in high
energy physics. In this context, it is a focus of present
interest to seek for e⇥cient methods to inject, filter, store,
decelerate, accelerate, and extract neutral atoms into and
from ring traps. To this aim, an atom diode device has
been recently proposed for cooling and trapping neutral
atoms in ring traps with phase-space compression [11].
In this paper, we will discuss a novel proposal for in-
jecting into and extracting from neutral atoms in a ring
trap that consists in adiabatically following a spatial en-
ergy eigenstate of the system. Being the adiabaticity
condition velocity dependent, this system could be used
to filter out the hottest atoms from the initial atomic ve-
locity distribution. The adiabatic following of a spatial
energy eigenstate, the so-called spatial dark state, is the
matter wave analog [12] of the quantum optical stimu-
lated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) technique [13]
and it has been previously proposed for e⇥ciently trans-
port single atoms [12, 14] and Bose-Einstein condensates
[15] between the two extreme traps of a triple-well po-
tential as well as for filtering of matter-wave vibrational
states and quantum to ography [16].
The article is structured as follows. In Sec. II we intro-
duce the physical system under consideration consisting
of a ring trap co pled via tunneling to two dipole waveg-
uides. The b sic m chanism f r the coher nt injection
and extraction of cold atoms into a d from the ring trap
i jec ion cooling xtractio
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schem tic presentation of th system
with the trap r ng an the injection, cooling and extraction
parts.
will be discussed in Section II . S ctio IV will be devoted
to t investigation of the adiabati passag technique for
velocity filtering with state-of-the- t parameter value .
Finally, we will summarize the main results of the rticle
in the Conclusions
II PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The physical system con ists of a ring trap and three
compl mentary systems of dipolar waveguides to inj ct
into, extract from d cold neutral ato s in the ring
trap, see Fig. 1. The complement ry systems could be
switched either on or o  at will simply by switching on or
o  th laser ligh ge erating the dipolar waveguides. In
this w y, i jection, cooling and extracti n of atoms could
be applied when needed. The injection, cooling and ex-
traction systems are based on the analog of the STIRAP
technique applied to propagation of matterwaves along
waveguides [14].
For this study, neutral cold atoms propagating through
the system are characterized by mass m and velocity
distribution with mean value v along the direction they
propagate. Dipolar waveguides keep the atoms trapped
perpendicularly to the propagation direction. This trans-
verse confinement is modeled by harmonic potentials in
the proposed ring trap and waveguides, all of them with
the same trapping frequency,  x.
The injection and extraction systems are composed by
one curved arm corresponding to the ring trap, a straight
central waveguide and another circular waveguide on the
other side. The utility of these two systems is to allow
all the possible propagating ato s to go into the trap
ring and extr ct the cool enough ones from the ring af-
ter the cooling pr cess. The efore, a complete spatial
SAP technique for atom storage ring
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FIG. 10. (a) S h matic representation of t ree coupled
wa eguides C, S and (for cur , straight, and ring) to
chieve SAP transport between C nd R. d0 corresponds to
he minimum y separation b tween adjacent waveguides while
x0 d notes the d s ance in the x dir ction between the two po-
sitions of inimum e aration betwee the waveguides. (b)
2 numerical simulat ons showing the atomic probability dis-
tribution at three different consecutive times during the SAP
for a 87Rb atom. Her , vx = 0.3αω⊥ d0 = 3.9α, x0 = 50α,
and the radius of the i g and curved waveguides is r = 3000α,
with ω⊥ being the transverse trapping frequency of the three
waveguides. (c) Waveguide configurations to (left) inject neu-
tral atoms into, (center) extract from, a d (right) velocity
filter in ri g. Adapted from [29].
two outer waveguides by engineering the couplings with
position-dep ndent distances as shown in Fig. 10(a).
Considering that the separation between waveguides in
the transverse direction, y, varies slowly along the longi-
tudinal direction, x, the velocity of the atom along any
of the waveguides can be approximated as its projection
onto the x-axis, vx. This ensures that the atomic longi-
tudinal motion can not excite the transversal modes and
it can therefore be decoupled from the transversal dy-
na ics. T us, e system c n be effectively reduced in
the y-direction to a 1D triple well potential, analogous
to the system presented in Sect. III A 1. The validity of
this assumption has been checked by the direct numerical
integration of the time-dependent 2D Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with the waveguides modeled as truncated harmonic
potentials in the transverse direction [29]. Figure 10(b)
shows three consecutive snapshots of the 2D atomic prob-
ability distribution where, with the SAP counterintuitive
approaching sequence, the atom is completely transferred
from the transverse vibrational ground state of the C
waveguide to the same state of the R waveguide. Re-
alistic models close to present experiments for the im-
plementation of this technique have been proposed for
cold atoms in atom-chip waveguides [87, 88], or radiofre-
quency traps (for both cold atoms and BECs) which al-
low for a better control of the asymptotic energy states
of each waveguide [89], see Sect. III F.
The SAP process depicted in Fig. 10(a,b) constitutes
an injection protocol of a single cold neutral atom into
a ring trap if we assume that the R waveguide is part
of a ring, see Fig. 10(c-left). It is easy to realize that
extraction from the ring can be achieved by exchanging
the role of the curved and ring waveguides, as depicted
in Fig. 10(c-center) [29]. The two waveguides coupled
to the ring can be switched on or off at will by simply
turn ng o or off the laser field that generates them. As
a consequence, these processes can be applied selectively
when needed and with igher robustness and efficiency
than in the c se of simply spatially overlapping the ring
and the input/output waveguides [90].
It is also possible to implement a velocity filter if one
takes into account that the adiabaticity of the process is
controlled by the atom’s injection velocity. Then, the adi-
abaticity condition, Eq. (20), depends on vx through the
length of the interaction region, x0 = vxT , which allows
for the definition of a threshold longitudinal velocity [29]
vthx =
Jmaxn x0
10
, (30)
where Jmaxn is the maximum tunneling rate for the n-th
vibrational state. For injection velocities below vthx , the
process is adiabatic and the transfer succeeds, but atoms
with higher velocities end up spread over the three waveg-
uides. While the switch between these two behaviours is
smooth, vthx gives an estimate of the region of parameters
for which SAP is efficiently performed. The velocity fil-
ter can then be implemented with the structure shown in
Fig. 10(c-right), designed to perform a double SAP pro-
cess: from the ring to the external waveguide and back
to the ring. In this situation, slow atoms are able to adi-
abatically follow the spatial dark state and return to the
ring trap with high fidelity, while faster atoms that do
not fulfill the adiabaticity condition spread among the
three waveguides.
C. Electrons
The challenge of scalable quantum computing using
spins [91, 92] or charges [93] in semiconductors intro-
duced the need for long-range quantum transport. This
need was either to satisfy the DiVincenzo criteria around
flying qubits [94], or to address gate density issues with
donor in silicon approaches to quantum computing [95].
Electronic SAP provides one potential avenue to long-
range transport in a quantum circuit and examples are
discussed below. However the possibility of engineering
the placement of sites, and hence tailoring the Hilbert
space accessible to the electrons, provides other opportu-
nities. Although it is not discussed in detail here, there
is also related work on SAP in superconducting systems
[96, 97]
1. Transport
The idea of adiabatically transferring electrons in
an electrical circuit appears to have originated around
2000/2001 [98–100]. These early works considered a
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FIG. 11. (a), (b) Schematic of three-level Λ system with radio-
frequency drive fields. The two ground states are the symmet-
ric and anti-symmetric superpositions of the electron in each
of the two quantum dots. Both states are coupled to a shared
excited state, |0〉 via resonant radio-frequency drive. (c) Im-
age of a potential quantum dot implementation. Reprinted
from Ref. [100].
STIRAP-like process to transfer a charge through a dou-
ble quantum dot system, and as such differ qualitatively
from the SAP schemes that we are concentrating on sys-
tems that do not utilize electromagnetic driving. Never-
theless, this scheme forms an important bridge between
STIRAP and SAP, and it is therefore instructive to re-
view it in some detail.
Spatial STIRAP considers an engineered double quan-
tum dot, as shown in Fig. 11, in which the electron is
moved between the two molecular states. These two
molecular states are labelled |1〉 and |2〉, and each can be
coupled to an excited state |0〉. Only the excited state is
coupled to the source-drain leads, so that |1〉 and |2〉 are
long-lived. Resonant radio-frequency fields are applied to
induce STIRAP dynamics, which leads to adiabatic pop-
ulation control. However, this scheme does not provide
net population transfer for complete transport, as the
molecular states have equal populations in each of the
dots, although it is straightforward to consider schemes
where full population transfer would be realized. Be-
cause the excited state is coupled to source and drain
leads, the proposal is analogous to STIRAP via ionizing
states [101].
In contrast to STIRAP, SAP schemes involve spatially
distinct start and end points, and the electronic propos-
als involve localized sites (e.g. dopants or quantum dots)
with control of inter-site coupling via modulation of the
tunnelling barrier, usually via electrostatic surface gates.
The other important distinction between electronic SAP
and SAP of neutral particles is the role of decoherence,
and this will be discussed below. The first proposal that
explored such transport was that of Ref. [26], which con-
sidered long-range transport of an electron through ei-
ther a chain of dopant ions (in particular, phosphorus in
silicon) or quantum dots.
While the three-site transport mirrors other SAP pro-
posals, the importance of Ref. [26] was the extension
to chains of more than three sites via the straddling
scheme [102], which has applications in phosphorus-in-
silicon quantum computing. This scheme allows for long-
range transport to be achieved without the necessity of
applying gate control to the dopant sites within the chain,
but only to the end-of-chain dopants. In this way, the
overall gate density can be reduced, leading to a pro-
posal for a scalable architecture utilizing adiabatic elec-
tronic transport for spin-based quantum computation
[103]. Adiabaticity arguments show that the time for
transport across a chain of n sites scales with
√
n to
leading order [104]. Extending electronic transport via
the straddling scheme has also been discussed [85, 105].
Another major reason for exploring SAP for charge-
based transport in phosphorus-in-silicon quantum archi-
tectures is related to the timescales for control and tun-
nelling. For a proposed inter-dopant spacing of about
20 nm, the hopping time is expected to be of order of
100 ps [103]. For non-adiabatic control of population on
such timescales, a bandwidth at least an order of magni-
tude faster than this is required, a task highly non-trivial
for classical, cryogenic control electronics. Conversely,
using adiabatic passage requires control pulses with a
bandwidth at least an order of magnitude or two smaller
than the hopping time. In this way, the full bandwidth
implied by strong coupling between the dopants can be
utilized without control at this bandwidth, provided the
decoherence rates permit the longer adiabatic timescales
(see below).
Hydrogenic arguments have been used for determining
the relevant energy scales and disorder effects [26, 103,
106]. More sophisticated treatments have explored the
microscopic properties of phosphorus in silicon for adia-
batic passage more rigorously using the NEMO3D tight
binding code [107], including disorder [108]. The main
result from the NEMO3D simulations is the existence
of extra molecular states for realistic phosphorus atoms,
which are in general not detrimental to SAP.
Quantum dot systems provide considerable opportu-
nities for transport protocols. In addition to the ideal-
ized proposal of [26], more realistic transport in a triple
square well system was analyzed in Refs. [72, 109]. SAP
in exchange-only coupled quantum dots has also been
proposed [110]. Whilst electronic SAP is still yet to be
demonstrated in any system, recent developments in cou-
pled quantum dot systems suggest that this milestone
will soon be achieved. The first designed triple dots in
the one electron domain were shown by Schro¨er et al.
[111], with further developments in Refs. [112, 113].
As mentioned above, the key challenge to electronic
SAP is to maintain the coherence of the system over
a timescale long compared with the transport time. A
naive estimate of the error rate yields the standard re-
sult that the transport error is simply the product of the
total time with the decoherence rate, provided that the
adiabatic limit is satisfied. A slightly more sophisticated
calculation gives the error just less than this product, as
the population is not in an equal superposition through-
out the protocol [103]. However, such calculations ignore
some more realistic aspects of decoherence in the solid
state, which highlight the fact that the role of practical
decoherence is interesting and non-trivial.
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To go beyond phenomenological models for decoher-
ence requires a microscopic treatment. The first such
treatment was given by Kamleitner et al. who considered
both spatially-registered and non-Markovian noises [114].
Subsequent work by Rech and Kehrein [115] considered
measurement backaction and Vogt et al. considered the
related problem of STIRAP in the presence of two-level
fluctuators [116]. In all of these cases, the analyses show
that although decoherence is important when applied to
the ends of the chain, SAP is relatively immune to the
effect of decoherence, whatever the cause (measuring de-
vices or a fluctuating environment), that is applied solely
to the central ‘bus’ states.
The relative robustness from decoherence arises from
the suppression of population in the bus states, and is
strongest in the case of the straddling scheme. For a
multi-state chain with 2n + 1 sites, labelled in increas-
ing order from left (|1〉) to right (|2n + 1〉), the general
solution for the dark state is [85, 105]
|D0〉 = 1√
N
[
n∏
i=1
J2i|1〉+ · · ·
+ (−1)j
n∏
i=j
J2i
j∏
i=1
J2i−1|2j + 1〉+ · · ·
+(−1)n
n∏
i=1
J2i−1|2n+ 1〉
]
, (31)
where we have introduced Ji as the (possibly time-
varying) tunnel matrix element between site |i〉 and
|i+ 1〉, and the normalization
N =
n∏
i=1
J22i + · · ·+
n∏
i=j
J22i
j∏
i=1
J22i−1 + · · ·+
n∏
i=1
J22i−1.
(32)
Note that this result guarantees that all of the even num-
bered sites will have precisely zero population in the adi-
abatic limit. To understand the robustness to decoher-
ence, one can consider the case of the straddling scheme,
where J1, J2n  Jj with 1 < j < 2n. In this limit, and
assuming Jj = JS , Eq. (31) reduces to the simple result
[26, 102]
|D0〉 =J1|1〉+ (−1)
nJ2n|2n+ 1〉√
J21 + J
2
2n
+
J1J2n
JS
√
J21 + J
2
2n
[
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)i|2i+ 1〉
]
, (33)
for n > 1. As can be seen, the form of this straddling dark
state is the same as that for conventional three-state SAP,
except for the correction term, which is suppressed by the
1/JS factor. Now if we consider just the case of isolated
‘decohering centres’ (for example localized measurement
devices or two-level fluctuators coupled to the moving
charge), which are considered one of the main sources
FIG. 12. Sketch of a four-state system with one shared excited
state, |0〉, and three ground states |1〉, |2〉 and |3〉. The time-
varying couplings between state |i〉 and |0〉 are Ji.
of decoherence in the solid state, then the only parts of
|D0〉 that can be effectively measured are the ends of the
chain, because these are the only parts of the system with
appreciable population. This has significant importance
for the design of high-fidelity quantum wires in the solid
state, since the fragility of a SAP chain does not increase
linearly with the length of the chain. Note, however,
that the increased chain length implies a
√
n increase in
transport time, and hence the decoherence environment
of the ends of the chain needs to be proportionally longer
[104].
2. Gates, branches and electronic interferometers
Engineered quantum systems provide the opportunity
to design interesting topologies, and in the following we
review a few of the suggestions for multi-qubit gate oper-
ations, branched and interferometric configurations. The
branched topology approach [117, 118], which is also re-
ferred to as mutliple-recipient adiabatic passage, MRAP,
is a simple extension of conventional SAP, with the con-
sideration of multiple end destinations for the excitation.
These end points connect to a shared ‘bus’, and due to
symmetry, an excitation can be distributed to an equally
weighted superposition state of the end points. In its
simplest form, where the ‘bus’ comprises a single site,
and there are two final states, this scheme is very similar
to the Unanyan, Shore and Bergmann (USB) approach
to geometric gates [119] (see also [120, 121]), which we
discuss below.
The USB approach was introduced for realizing ro-
bust unitary gates for laser-driven tripod atoms, shown
in Fig. 12. The motivation for this scheme is that in laser
driven systems, although absolute intensities, and hence
Rabi frequencies, are not always easy to control, relative
intensities can be maintained with high accuracy, as can
predefined phase shifts. changeThis overall motivation
does not always translate across to SAP systems, for ex-
ample in evanescently coupled waveguides where errors in
position are expected to be uncorrelated. Nevertheless,
this scheme is still explored for adiabatic gates.
The four-state USB Hamiltonian can be written in ma-
trix form with basis ordering |0〉, |1〉, |2〉, |3〉, where |0〉
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is the shared excited state, as
H = −~
2
 0 J1 J2 J3J1 0 0 0J2 0 0 0
J3 0 0 0
 , (34)
and where it is assumed that the Rabi frequencies Ji are
real. The USB scheme assumes that the system is ini-
tially in state |ψ〉 = α|1〉+β|2〉, and it seeks an adiabatic
pulsing scheme for the Ji that will perform a geometric
gate operation. When J1 and J2 are non-zero, |ψ〉 can
be expressed in the canonical dark/bright basis,
|D〉 = J2|1〉 − J1|2〉√
J21 + J
2
2
, |B〉 = J1|1〉+ J2|2〉√
J21 + J
2
2
, (35)
where |D〉 is the dark and |B〉 is the bright state. Note
that these states only depend on the ratio γ = J2/J1,
which is kept constant during the USB scheme. The
standard approach for understanding problems involv-
ing bright and dark states is to rewrite the Hamiltonian
in this basis [122]. The USB scheme now works by em-
ploying a pulse sequence with J3 applied first, and J1
and J2 together later, i.e. J3(0)  J1(0), J2(0), and
J3(tmax)  J1(tmax), J2(tmax). This will adiabatically
move the population in |B〉 to |3〉, while the population
in |D〉 will not evolve. To achieve a non-trivial gate op-
eration on the qubit subspace |1〉 and |2〉, the evolution
is then reversed with the addition of an extra pi phase
shift. This is achieved in the optical implementation of
the USB scheme by a non adiabatic phase shift in the
Rabi frequency of the field effecting J3. In SAP, imple-
menting this phase shift is more difficult, and seemingly
restricted to purely real variation. Hope et al. [123] pro-
posed varying coupling to a ‘slab’ mode (discussed fur-
ther in Sect. V D). Another option would be to follow a
return pathway via an extra two intermediate states, to
pick up an additional minus sign, as can be seen from
Eq. (31) below, although this does increase the complex-
ity of the scheme.
The net result of the forward and backwards SAP with
the symmetry breaking pi phase shift is a rotation gate
acting on the qubit space defined by |1〉, |2〉, that is [123]
G = 1
1 + γ2
(
γ2 − 1 −2γ
−2γ 1− γ2
)
. (36)
Because the Ji are real, this gate can only perform ro-
tations in the X-Z plane of the Bloch sphere, and hence
arbitrary gate operations cannot be achieved using this
method. The USB scheme can be extended to consider
more general Morris–Shore type operations [124, 125].
Intriguingly, MRAP allows for a symmetry-breaking
approach [64], qualitatively different from what has been
explored in the USB scheme. Starting from the sim-
ple example where a superposition state can be cre-
ated by effectively performing SAP with two endpoints,
rather than one, one immediately realizes than the re-
verse process trivially returns the system to its initial
FIG. 13. Scheme for operator measurements between two
qubits, via a transported particle. The top panel shows the
pulse configuration for the tunnel matrix elements, labelled
by the steps in the protocol shown below. (I) The system is
initialised with the transported particle in |A〉, and the two
qubits in some separable state |ψ1〉|ψ2〉. (II) SAP is used to
transport the particle to an equally weighted superposition
(1/
√
2)(|B1〉+ |B2〉). (III) Two-qubit controlled unitaries are
performed between the particle and the qubits. (IV) The con-
trolled unitary operations break the time-reversal symmetry
of the SAP. Nevertheless, by performing a binary measure-
ment of the particle present/not present at |A〉, it is possi-
ble to collapse the qubits to a non-trivial entangled state.
Reprinted from Ref. [64]
state. The symmetry between the forward and backward
paths, however, is broken in the USB approach by in-
troducing an additional pi-phase shift, which allows for
the nontrivial gate rotation. However a mechanism for
breaking symmetry between the pathways can also be
provided by two-qubit interactions, see Fig. 13.
The system comprises a particle, for example an elec-
tron, which can exist in one of four possible states: initial
state |A〉 (for Alice), final states |B1〉 and |B2〉 (for Bob
1 and Bob 2), and central state |C〉. The Bobs also have
qubits, Q1 and Q2, and the idea is to use the transported
electron as a means of mediating a two-qubit operator
measurement between the qubits.
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At the start of the protocol, the system is initialised
with the electron in state |A〉, and the qubits Q1 and Q2
are in the states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 respectively. Adiabatic
passage through |C〉 is then used create a superposition
state at sites |B1〉 and |B2〉, via
|D〉 = 2JB |A〉 − JA (|B1〉+ |B2〉)√
4J2B + 2J
2
A
, (37)
where we have introduced JA as the tunnel matrix ele-
ment between |A〉 and |C〉, and JB = JB1 = JB2 is the
tunnel matrix element between |C〉 and |B1〉, and |C〉
and |B2〉. This brings the system into state
|Φ〉 = 1√
2
(|B1〉+ |B2〉) |ψ1〉|ψ2〉, (38)
which is fully separable.
Because the electron is in a superposition of states,
the application of two-qubit gates between the electron
and the qubits will in general entangle the qubits. If
we assume that the two-qubit gate takes the form of a
controlled operation (e.g. CNOT) where the electron is
the control and the qubit the target (|ψ〉 → |ψ′〉), the
system transfers to
|Φ′〉 = 1√
2
(|B1〉|ψ′1〉|ψ2〉+ |B2〉|ψ1〉|ψ′2〉) . (39)
While this state appears similar to |Φ〉, it is no longer
separable, and therefore the reversal of the SAP process
does not lead to the electron trivially returning to |A〉.
Instead, it leaves the system in the state
|Φ′′〉 =1
2
|A〉 (|ψ′1〉|ψ2〉+ |ψ1〉|ψ′2〉)
+
1
2
√
2
(|B1〉 − |B2〉) (|ψ′1〉|ψ2〉 − |ψ1〉|ψ′2〉) .
(40)
The protocol then proceeds by performing a measure-
ment to determine if the electron is at |A〉. If the elec-
tron is found at |A〉, then the qubits are projected into
the entangled state (|ψ′1〉|ψ2〉+ |ψ1〉|ψ′2〉) /
√
2. If the elec-
tron is not at |A〉, then a local rotation of the phase
of the electron at (for example) |B2〉 is performed, and
then the electron can be returned to |A〉 via a rever-
sal of the initial SAP process. In this case, the qubits
are projected to the orthogonal (but known) entangled
state (|ψ′1〉|ψ2〉 − |ψ1〉|ψ′2〉) /
√
2. This approach can be
used as a primitive for realizing more general operator-
measurements, and hence may be useful for quantum er-
ror correction protocols.
A more direct approach to realising two-qubit gates
has been proposed by Kestner and das Sarma [126]. In
this protocol they consider a triangular triple dot con-
figuration with two spins acting as qubits. Their aim is
to effect a CNOT interaction between the qubits. This
is achieved by a combination of SAP pulses, with spin-
dependent tunnelling and local spin flips. The key ad-
vantage of the Kestner and das Sarma proposal is that
FIG. 14. Numerically calculated transfer efficiency of a BEC
in a triple well potential for ∆ = 0.1 via SAP. From [129].
due to the use of SAP, they predict significant robustness
against fluctuations in the control parameters, and low
frequency environmental noise.
A concept for interferometer-like behavior in a quan-
tum dot network using a a Mach–Zehnder style configu-
ration was studied in Ref. [30]. The authors considered a
central ‘ring’ of four connected quantum dots, with ini-
tial and final dots connected to the outside of the ring.
The system shows an interesting interplay between adi-
abatic and non-adiabatic features as the degeneracy (in-
troduced by an additional pair of control gates) between
the two arms of the interferometer is increased. For anti-
symmetric detunings of the arms, this effects a kind of
adiabatic electrostatic Aharanov–Bohm loop [127], su-
perimposed on robust adiabatic transport for all other
detuning situations.
D. Bose–Einstein condensates
Spatial adiabatic passage is not limited to the trans-
port of single quantum particles and it has been consid-
ered, for instance, for Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs).
A BEC is obtained when a dilute gas of identical bosons
is cooled down to quantum degeneracy, and it exhibits a
non-linear behavior due to interparticle interactions. In
the limit of zero temperature and within the mean-field
approximation, the BEC dynamics in a one-dimensional
geometry can be described by a wavefunction ψ(x, t) that
obeys the 1D Gross–Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [128]
i~
∂
∂t
ψ(x, t) =
[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V (x, t) + g1D|ψ(x, t)|2
]
ψ(x, t),
(41)
where V (x, t) is the trapping potential and g1D =
2N~√ωyωzas is the 1D non-linear interaction constant.
The total number of atoms in the BEC is given by N , ωy
(ωz) is the trapping frequency for the y (z) harmonic
confinement, and as is the s-wave scattering length.
The normalization of the wavefunction is chosen to be∫ +∞
−∞ |ψ(x, t)|2dx = 1.
The three-mode Hamiltonian for the BEC in a triple
well potential can be derived in a similar manner as in
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Sect. III A 1 by writing down the BEC wavefunction as a
superposition of the localized eigenstates for the isolated
wells with the probability amplitudes ai =
√
Ni/Ne
iφi ,
where i = L,M,R. Here, Ni and φi are the number
of atoms and the phase of the BEC in each well. Mak-
ing use of the definitions (6) and (7) one then obtains
the BEC three-mode Hamiltonian which is analogous to
the three mode Hamiltonian (5), with the diagonal terms
~ωi replaced by ~ωi + g|ai|2, where g is the atomic self-
interaction energy [74].
Note that, as a consequence of the non-linear contri-
butions in the diagonal of BEC three-mode Hamiltonian,
the localized states in each trap are in general not reso-
nant during the SAP sequence. Moreover, the nonlinear-
ity leads to additional non-linear energy eigenstates, level
crossing scenarios, and bifurcations that can break up the
adiabatic following of the spatial dark state. Graefe et
al. [129] showed that by imposing ωR = ωL, a complete
SAP transfer of the BEC between the outermost wells
of a triple-well potential can be achieved for g∆ ≥ 0 and
|g| < |∆|, where ∆ ≡ ωM−ωL (see Fig. 14). Additionally,
as discussed in [89], time-dependent trapping frequencies
can be considered to compensate for the time-dependent
energy shifts that the non-linear interaction produces in
each well. In the context of the three-mode Hamiltonian,
the SAP sequence has also been discussed in a cyclic
triple well potential [130]. The numerical integration of
the GPE was used to study the fidelities for the SAP pro-
cess in different parameter regimes [65] and to show that
nonlinearities can improve the sensitivity of matter-wave
interferometers based on SAP [131].
For adiabatic passage of a BEC within the two mode
approximation [74, 132, 133], one obtains the same
Hamiltonian as for the single particle case, see Eq. (24),
but now replacing ω by ω+gW . Thus, there exists a dark
variable d(θ) = W cos θ + U sin θ with a mixing angle θ
that now reads tan θ = J/(ω + gW ). In Ref. [74], this
model is used to investigate the robust splitting (varying
θ from 0 to pi/2), transport (varying θ from 0 to pi), or
inhibiting transport (varying θ from 0 to 0 through arbi-
trary intermediate values of θ) of a BEC initially located
in the left site of a double-well potential. Temporal con-
trol of the mixing angle θ can now be achieved via a tem-
poral variation of either the energy bias or the nonlinear
interaction with respect to the tunneling rate. The dy-
namics were investigated from a nonlinear systems point
of view, by deriving the stationary solutions, perform-
ing a linear stability analysis, and discussing possible bi-
furcation scenarios. In [132, 133] protocols generalizing
the Landau–Zener and Rosen–Zener schemes were pre-
sented, stressing the role of the nonlinearity for transport
in double-well potentials.
E. SAP in two dimensions
In the following, we will review recent results related
to SAP in two-dimensional systems. Considering more
x
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FIG. 15. Schematic representation of the system of three
harmonic traps, A, B and C with equal trapping frequencies,
ω in a triangular configuration. The distance between the
centers of traps i and j is dij with i, j = A,B,C. From [31].
spatial dimensions can lead to new scenarios where addi-
tional couplings can be obtained.
In fact, in the triple-well case, the simultaneous cou-
pling of all traps during the SAP procedure can be
achieved by designing triangular trapping geometries. In
quantum optics, to couple the two ground states of a Λ
system requires advanced electric or magnetic couplings
[58] or the use of chiral molecules [59, 60].
1. Triangular trap configuration
The simplest two-dimensional system that can be con-
sidered is formed by three harmonic potentials (labeled
A, B and C) with equal trapping frequencies forming
a triangle [31], as schematically shown in Fig. 15. The
tunneling rates between traps i and j are denoted by
Jij , and their explicit dependence on the distance dij
is given by Eq. (18) in Sect. III A 1. Assuming that
the dynamics of the system are restricted to the space
spanned by the localized ground states of the three traps,
{ψA(t), ψB(t), ψC(t)} (see Sect. III A 1), the Hamiltonian
that governs the particle’s evolution can be written as
H = −~
 0 JAB2 JAC2JAB
2 0
JBC
2
JAC
2
JBC
2 0
 . (42)
Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian gives the energy eigen-
values
Ek = 2
√
−p
3
cos
[
1
3
arccos
(
3q
2p
√−3
p
)
+ k
2pi
3
]
, (43)
where k = 1, 2, 3 and p = −~2(J2AB +J2BC +J2AC)/4, and
q = ~3JABJBCJAC/4. The corresponding eigenstates
read
Ψk =
1
N
(akψA + bkψB − ckψC) , (44)
with
ak = JBC − 2EkJAC~JAB , (45)
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FIG. 16. (a) Temporal evolution of the couplings JAB , JBC
and JAC during the SAP process for β = pi/2. Energy eigen-
values as a function of time for (b) β = pi/2 and (c) β = 2pi/3.
(d) Final population in trap C as a function of β for a total
time of the process tmax = 5000ω
−1. The red curve repre-
sents the numerical integration of the Hamiltonian (42) and
the blue dots the results of the numerical integration of the
2D Schro¨dinger equation. In all the cases, T = 0.2tmax. From
[31].
bk = JAC − 2EkJBC~JAB , (46)
ck = JAB − 4E
2
k
~2JAB
, (47)
and
N =
√
a2k + b
2
k + c
2
k. (48)
For JAC = 0, which means q = E2 = b2 = 0, the system
recovers the same expressions as for the 1D SAP case,
see Sect. III A 1.
Starting with a single atom located in the vibrational
ground state of trap A, and keeping trap B fixed, the
SAP sequence consists in initially approaching and sep-
arating traps C and B. Later on, and with a certain
temporal delay T , traps A and B are approached and
separated, keeping the angle β fixed. This variation of
the distances between traps leads to the familiar coun-
terintuitive sequence of couplings and also introduces a
coupling between traps A and C, see Fig. 16(a).
From the analytical expression of the eigenstates (44)
one can see that at t = 0 the particle is in state Ψ2(t =
0) = ψA. Following this eigenstate, see Fig. 16(b), at the
end of the adiabatic process, the atom will be in state
Ψ2(t = tmax) = −ψC , and full transfer is achieved. As
one can see from Fig. 16(d), this process is successful in
the interval 0 ≤ β . βth = 2pi/3. For β = βth, the three
tunneling rates become identical at a certain time during
the dynamics, which corresponds to the appearance of
a level crossing in the spectrum, see Fig. 16(c). In this
case, it is no longer possible to adiabatically follow Ψ2,
and the system is instead transferred to Ψ3. At the end
of the process, the particle state will therefore be in an
equal superposition of the ground states of traps A and
B. For β > βth the level crossing is again avoided but
for large β the transfer of the atom between traps A and
C fails again, because the coupling strength JAC is sig-
nificant during the first stage of the process and leads to
unwanted Rabi-like oscillations. This behaviour has been
confirmed by numerically integrating both the Hamilto-
nian (42) and the 2D Schro¨dinger equation, obtaining a
very good agreement as shown in Fig. 16(d).
The coherent splitting of the atomic wavefunction be-
tween the traps A and B occurring for β = 2pi/3 in the
triangular configuration of traps can be used to design an
interferometer to measure spatial field inhomogeneities.
After the splitting, a relative phase ϕ is picked up by
the parts of the wavefunction in traps A and B, leading
to a state of the system of the form (ψA − eiϕψB)/
√
2,
which can be decomposed in a superposition of Ψ1 and
Ψ3. Reversing the temporal evolution of the SAP cou-
plings, the contribution of Ψ3 will be transferred to Ψ2
at the level crossing and end up in trap A, while the
contribution of Ψ1 will evolve backwards and at the end
of the process will be in a superposition of traps B and
C. By then measuring the population of the three traps,
one can infer the relative phase before the recombination.
Simulating this process, very good agreement between a
numerically imprinted phase and the one obtained from
the populations has been obtained, demonstrating the
excellent performance of this system as a matter-wave
interferometer [31].
2. Generation of angular momentum
In addition to the already discussed possibilities for
quantum state preparation through SAP processes in 1D
(see Sect. III B 3), SAP in 2D can also be used to cre-
ate and control angular momentum [33]. For this, one
can consider a geometrical arrangement of three 2D har-
monic traps, analogous to the one depicted in Fig. 15,
but with the trapping frequency of trap C chosen as half
that of traps A and B. In this configuration, the ground
energy levels in traps A and B are resonant with the
first excited level in trap C, allowing for a large tunnel
coupling between them. Since the first excited energy
level of trap C is doubly degenerate, it supports an an-
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gular momentum carrying state through a superposition
of the two energy eigenstates ψC1,0(x, y) and ψ
C
0,1(x, y) in
the chosen x–y reference frame. In particular, maximum
angular momentum, 〈Lz〉 = ±~, occurs when these two
degenerate states are equally populated and have a phase
difference of pi/2.
In the considered triangular configuration, tunneling
into the first excited states of trap C is described by the
rates JAC1,0 , J
AC
0,1 , and J
BC [33]. Therefore, the dynamics
of the system in the basis of the asymptotic states of
the traps, {ψA0,0, ψB0,0, ψC1,0, ψC0,1}, can be described by the
4× 4 Hamiltonian
H = −~
2

0 JAB JAC1,0 J
AC
0,1
JAB 0 JBC 0
JAC1,0 J
BC 0 0
JAC0,1 0 0 0
 . (49)
The generation of angular momentum occurs dur-
ing the SAP transfer of the particle from trap A to
trap C, with the same trap movement as described in
Sect. III E 1. The initial state of the system (particle in
trap A) can be written as a superposition of two of the
eigenstates of the system. Thus, if the process is adia-
batic and level crossings are absent, this superposition of
eigenstates is followed all through the process, leading to
a final state that only involves the asymptotic states of
trap C, ψC1,0(x, y) and ψ
C
0,1(x, y). In fact, the two asymp-
totic states of trap C are equally populated at the end
of the process, with a phase difference, ϕ(tmax), propor-
tional to the total time of the process tmax. The expecta-
tion value of the angular momentum can be found to be
〈Lz(tmax)〉 = ~ sin[ϕ(tmax)], which allows to control the
angular momentum of the system by choosing an appro-
priate value for tmax, see Fig. 17.
3. Two-dimensional lattices
SAP can also be applied between distant sites of 2D
rectangular and triangular lattices by dynamically con-
trolling the tunneling rates. For this, one maps the mo-
tion of a particle in the 2D lattice to the Fock space dy-
namics of a second-quantized Hamiltonian for appropri-
ate bosonic fields [134]. To illustrate the procedure, one
can consider a 3× 3 rectangular lattice in the tight bind-
ing and nearest-neighbor approximations. In this case,
the temporal evolution equations for the probability am-
plitudes for finding the particle in each of the sites can
be derived from the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with a quadratic Hamiltonian. This requires the
introduction of six coupled bosonic oscillators consisting
of products of annihilation and creation operators of in-
dependent bosonic modes and of a state vector which is a
linear superposition of nine states resulting from the ap-
plication of two different creation bosonic operators onto
the vacuum. The Heisenberg equations of motion for the
six bosonic field operators are formally analogous to two
sets of three-level equations for SAP, provided that the
FIG. 17. Generated angular momentum as a function of the
total time of the process tmax (upper plot), obtained by nu-
merically integrating the 2D Schro¨dinger equation. Densities
and phases for the final states in trap C for four different final
total times a, b, c and d (lower plots). The parameter values
are β = 0.55pi and T = 0.2tmax, and dBC and dAB vary from
10α to 3.5α, and from 9α to 2.5α, respectively. From [33].
operators are replaced by c-numbers [134]. Thus, the adi-
abatic evolution of the operators leads to adiabatic pas-
sage in Fock space. This analysis can also be extended
to rectangular lattices (with an odd number of sites in
each direction) and to triangular lattices [134].
F. Practical considerations
Implementing SAP techniques requires identification
of experimental systems that have localized asymptotic
states between which a controllable time-dependent cou-
pling exists. To achieve this, one typically considers trap-
ping potentials in which the low energy part of the spec-
trum is experimentally accessible. Changing either the
distance between adjacent traps or the height of the sep-
arating barrier between them allows to create a time-
dependent tunneling coupling. The first possibility is
usually considered in microtrap systems for atoms or
ions [25], whereas the latter one is more suitable for elec-
trons in quantum dots [26].
A second requirement is that the system must posses
a state, such as the spatial dark state, that allows trans-
fer. From the three-state model it is clear that this is
fulfilled if the asymptotic states for each potential at any
point during the process are in resonance. However the
exact diagonalisation of the Schro¨dinger equation shows
that high fidelity transport can still be achieved in the
presence of a small detunings between the traps. If these
detunings are too large, however, effective tunneling be-
tween the potentials is prevented and the transport will
break down.
From an experimental point of view the second re-
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quirement means that the trapping potentials should not
change significantly over the whole process. Changing
the distance between microtraps, however, leads to cer-
tain overlap between neighboring traps which can alter
the shape of the individual potentials. This can lead to
level crossings in the spectrum that can make following of
the dark state harder, or detunings that become too large
for the process to be efficient. Ensuring that this does
not happen usually involves significant experimental re-
sources or restrictions on the parameter space [25, 65, 70].
Finally, the whole SAP process has to be carried out
adiabatically, so that the system does not leave the lowest
band or the dark state at any point during the evolution.
This requires precise dynamical control as the time scales
for the process need to be chosen such that they fulfill
an adiabaticity condition, like the one given in Eq. (20),
and are shorter than the life- and coherence times of the
system.
1. Optical traps
One of the first experimental systems suggested for ob-
serving SAP were optical potentials generated through a
microlens array [25]. By illuminating the lenses with red-
detuned laser light, ultracold atoms can be trapped in
the focus above the lens, with typical trapping frequen-
cies for 87Rb atoms on the order of 105 − 106 s−1 in the
transverse directions and 104 − 105 s−1 along the laser
beam direction [135, 136]. This means that the traps can
be adiabatically approached in the millisecond range or
even faster by using optimization techniques.
The distances between the individual traps can be ad-
justed by using separate laser beams illuminating each
lens. However, this also leads to an increased overlap
of the optical intensities and therefore to a significant
distortion of the resulting potential. The resonances be-
tween the individual traps are then no longer guaranteed
and one needs to consider the use of additional compen-
sation techniques to restore them. For example, a sim-
ple and robust manner to do this in a system of three
Gaussian-shaped dipole traps is to dynamically adjust
the depth of the center trap [70], see Fig. 18.
2. Atom chips
As discussed in Sect. III B 7, SAP processes can also be
implemented for particles moving in a waveguides system
by changing the distances between three different waveg-
uides in the direction of propagation. Particle waveguides
can be created using optical or magnetical potentials and
in [88] a system of three waveguides on an atom chip
was investigated. Atom chips are versatile experimental
tools that are by today used extensively in experiments
with ultracold atoms. A small current flowing through
nanofabricated wires on the substrate produces a mag-
netic field gradient in such a way that cold atoms can be
Distance middle-right
Distance left-middle
Depth of middle trap
FIG. 18. SAP transport between three Gaussian-shaped
traps. Variation of the (a) trap distances and (b) the depth
of the center trap. (c) Fidelity, i.e., final population of the
right trap, as the approaching time τ and the delay time T
are varied. From [70], notation adjusted to match text.
trapped very close to the surface. Because the layout of
the nanowires can be chosen during the chip production
process and the currents are small, they allow for highly
stable potential generation [137].
An example of a waveguide potential for 6Li atoms
and for experimentally realistic parameters is shown in
Fig. 19. If an atom is injected in the left waveguide, and
moves in the positive z direction, these waveguides pro-
vide the desired counterintuitive tunnel coupling needed
to transfer it to the right waveguide. However, this sys-
tem also suffers from the effect that the overlap between
neighboring waveguides leads to a deformation of the in-
dividual potentials (see Fig. 19(a)), and consequently to
a breakdown of resonance. Similarly to the optical traps
discussed above, a reduction of the current in the middle
wire allows to compensate for this (see Fig. 19(b)).
If one considers a wavepacket traveling in the waveg-
uides, a couple of additional points need to be consid-
ered: the wavepacket must be launched with an initial
velocity, and its dispersion in the longitudinal direction
needs to be compensated. Both of these tasks can be
dealt with by adding a harmonic potential along the z
direction centered at the middle of the chip. This will
allow to launch the wavepacket and also lead to a refo-
cusing at the classical turning point on the other side of
the chip. In [88] it was shown that the process is adia-
batic if its total time is taken to be much larger than the
inverse of the transverse trapping frequencies of the indi-
vidual waveguides. Choosing realistic parameters for the
atom chip (waveguide length in the z direction 1 mm,
initial separation between waveguides 7 µm, transverse
trapping frequencies 2pi × 5 kHz, frequency of the lon-
gitudinal harmonic potential 2pi × 5 Hz), this time was
shown to be 0.1 s. Even though the bend in the waveg-
uide couples the longitudinal and transversal directions,
the large difference in trapping frequencies ensures that
this coupling is small.
Finally, the bend in the wires will also lead to a poten-
tial from the currents in the z-direction (note that this
is absent in the optical waveguide realization, discussed
below), which requires the atom to have enough kinetic
energy to overcome it. This has direct consequences for
being able to fulfill the adiabaticity condition. However,
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FIG. 19. Isosurfaces of the waveguides created on an atom
chip with the direction of propagation indicated by the blue
solid arrow (for clarity the longitudinal harmonic potential
is omitted in this plot). In (a) all the wires carry the same
current, and in (b) the current in the middle wire is reduced.
For full parameters, see the original reference. From Ref. [88].
this local potential maximum can be reduced by increas-
ing the length of the atom chip (z-direction) and there-
fore reducing the curvature of the wires.
Full 3D simulations with experimentally realistic pa-
rameters were carried out in [88] and confirmed that such
systems allow to achieve SAP with very high fidelities
for appropriate tunings of the currents in the individual
waveguides.
3. Radio-frequency traps
A system that is more robust against distortion from
the overlap of two neighbouring potentials than optical
traps can be constructed by radio-frequency (rf) traps,
which rely on coupling magnetic sublevels in the pres-
ence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field [138–141]. This
coupling leads to avoided crossings in the energy spec-
trum and therefore to minima and maxima in the po-
tential landscape the atoms see. As the couplings are
spatial resonances, changes in the eigenspectrum only al-
ter the potentials locally and do not affect the overlap
with neighbouring traps.
To produce an rf potential with three minima along the
x-direction, it is necessary to employ six different radio
frequencies. Moving the traps can be achieved by chang-
ing the individual rf frequencies that are associated with
each trap. An exact sequence that allows to realize the
SAP transfer was given in [89], where it was also shown
that high transfer fidelities can be achieved without the
need for any additional compensation potentials.
The use of rf traps also allows to design a realistic setup
to extend SAP to non-linear systems, for example Bose–
Einstein condensates (BECs) (see Sect. III D). Here the
Hamiltonian in the three-level approximation has a non-
linear term in the diagonal which is as a function of the
particle numbers in each trap. As these numbers are a
function of time, the non-linear terms will change during
the SAP process and therefore modify the resonances be-
tween the traps. A straightforward way to compensate
for this is to allow for the trapping frequencies to be
functions of time as well [89]. Starting with the BEC
in the left trap, N |aL|2 will decrease during the process,
while N |aR|2 will increase. Adjusting the trapping fre-
quencies ωL and ωR can restore the resonance between
the uncoupled traps by ensuring that ~ωi + g|ai|2 is ap-
proximately constant at all times. However, in order to
be able to make the three-level approximation, one must
ensure that g|ai|2 < ~ωi for all values of g|ai|2 and ωi.
This means in practice that the process is limited to cold
atomic clouds with small nonlinearities. A detailed de-
scription of this process is given in [89]. Note that a
different setup for SAP transfer of BECs using optical
traps was described in [129].
4. Speeding up adiabatic techniques
As discussed above, the robustness of adiabatic pro-
cesses such as SAP make them very useful tools to pre-
pare and manipulate quantum states. However, the price
for this are the long time scales these processes require,
i.e., the fact that the inverse of the total time has to
be much larger than all characteristic frequencies of the
system. At first look, this makes adiabatic processes un-
interesting for quantum information processing because
they not only require highly efficient protocols, but also
fast transport processes between gate operations. Slow
processes can be problematic because decoherence and
noise can affect the system, leading to final states with
reduced fidelity. Therefore, it is desirable to develop tech-
niques which are fast and lead to high fidelities.
One such group of techniques are based on optimal
control theory (OCT) algorithms. These work by de-
termining the time dependence of a number of control
parameters which minimizes a cost function, e.g. the
infidelity of a process, subject to some constraints such
as the initial state or the maximum coupling strengths.
OCT has been applied to speed up many adiabatic pro-
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cesses [142–145], and in particular SAP transport of a
BEC in a realistic model of Gaussian-shaped optical mi-
crotraps [146]. In this work, the authors divided the en-
tire SAP process into three steps and optimized them
individually via the CRAB algorithm [147, 148]. These
three steps consisted of (i) the initial approach between
all traps before tunneling set in, (ii) the actual SAP pro-
cess, and (iii) the final separation of the traps once the
SAP dynamics are finished. Furthermore, the optimiza-
tion algorithms allowed to take the atomic interactions
into account and showed that a significant speed up could
be achieved without compromising high fidelities.
Another group of techniques are shortcuts to adiabatic-
ity (STA), which were first introduced in Ref. [149] to
describe different protocols that allow to speed up adi-
abatic processes [150]. These rely on a number of dif-
ferent approaches, such as counterdiabatic or transition-
less tracking algorithms [151–154], the use of the Lewis–
Riesenfeld invariants [149, 155, 156], or fast-forward tech-
niques [157, 158]. By today they have not yet been ap-
plied to SAP processes. The combination of OCT with
invariant-based engineering techniques is promising to
be particularly successful, since the later allows by con-
struction for a perfect fidelity, while OCT can help to
select the ones that optimize some physically relevant
variables [159].
IV. DARK STATE ADIABATIC PASSAGE
While until now SAP has been discussed in the context
of the motion of particles around some defined spatial
network, a similar formalism can be used to describe the
transport of spins on a lattice [105, 160, 161]. This proto-
col is usually called dark state adiabatic passage (DSAP)
[160], and while much of DSAP is conceptually very sim-
ilar to conventional SAP, the robustness of spins to de-
coherence, as compared with degrees of freedom such as
charge mean that there are potentially practical advan-
tages in solid-state implementations. Furthermore, high-
spin systems introduce additional richness to the proper-
ties of the adiabatic passage [162].
Following the notation in Ref. [163], as this highlights
the connections with the previous analyses, the Hamilto-
nian for a three-spin system with an excitation exchange
coupling is
H = B
3∑
i=1
Jz,i +
[
d12(t)J
+
1 J
−
2 + d23(t)J
+
2 J
−
3 + h.c.
]
,
(50)
where B is the (possibly time varying) Zeeman energy
associated with the magnetic field, Jz,i is the spin pro-
jection operator along the z axis for particle i, J+i (J
−
i )
is the spin raising (lowering) operator for particle i,
and dij(t) is the time-varying (gated) coupling energy
between (nearest neighbour) particles i and j. This
generic Hamiltonian takes into account dipole-dipole or
FIG. 20. (a) Schematic of a three-spin-1 system for DSAP
with externally controlled spin-spin coupling. (b) Counterin-
tuitive pulse sequence chosen to effect adiabatic passage. (c)
Eigenspectrum through the adiabatic passage using a squared
sinusoidal coupling with d/B = 0.2. Note the separation of
the eigenspectrum into distinct manifolds associated with the
number of excitations in the system. See text for details.
Reprinted from Ref. [163].
exchange-based coupling schemes, and the mechanism for
the time control of the dij can vary with the particular
implementation. Extensions to longer chains are, for the
most part, relatively straightforward.
Figure 20 shows a schematic of a three-spin-1 imple-
mentation, with counterintuitive pulse sequence of spin-
spin coupling and eigenspectrum as a function of time
through the protocol, assuming a squared sinusoidal cou-
pling of the form
d12(t) =d sin
2 (pit/2tmax) , (51)
d23(t) =d cos
2 (pit/2tmax) . (52)
Here, d is the maximum coupling, and the total time tmax
is assumed long enough to ensure adiabatic evolution. In
the presence of a modest B field, the eigenspectrum splits
into manifolds defined by the number of excitations in the
system, since the form of the coupling also conserves the
total number of excitations. We label the states |1¯〉, |0〉
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and |1〉, denoting the alignment of the spins with respect
to the z axis of the applied magnetic field.
Certain aspects of the eigenspectrum in Fig. 20(c) are
intuitively easy to understand with reference to conven-
tional SAP. The trivial manifolds with ±3 excitations,
which consist of a single state, |111〉 and |1¯1¯1¯〉 respec-
tively, are not affected by the DSAP protocol as there
is no possibility for excitation exchange. The mani-
folds with ±2 excitations, which are spanned by the
states {|01¯1¯〉, |1¯01¯〉, |1¯1¯0〉} for −2 excitations, and by
{|011〉, |101〉, |110〉} for 2 excitations allow for DSAP. In
fact, these manifolds are identical to the spin-1/2 case
with one excitation, and one can trivially generalize this
result to any high-dimensional m-spin chain with N par-
ticles, if the system is restricted to having either −mN+1
or mN − 1 excitations. In this way, DSAP in these man-
ifolds is analogous to single particle or single hole SAP
(see Sect. III B 5).
The remaining three manifolds also allow for DSAP,
as they include a state which shows no change in energy
throughout the adiabatic passage. The states |D±1〉 are
adiabatically separated from the rest of the states in their
manifold, but |D00〉 crosses with other states in its man-
ifold. However, there is no possibility of coupling to the
crossing states as there is no matrix element for interac-
tion. The dark states marked in Fig. 20(c) are [163]
|D20〉 =
d23|011〉 − d12|110〉√
d212 + d
2
23
, (53)
|D10〉 =
d223|1¯11〉 − d12d23|010〉+ d212|111¯〉√
d412 − d212d223 + d423
, (54)
|D00〉 =
d23 (|011¯〉 − |01¯1〉)− d12 (|11¯0〉 − |1¯10〉)√
2
√
d212 + d
2
23
, (55)
|D−10 〉 =
d223|11¯1¯〉 − d12d23|01¯0〉+ d212|1¯1¯1〉√
d412 − d212d223 + d423
, (56)
|D−20 〉 =
d23|01¯1¯〉 − d12|1¯1¯0〉√
d212 + d
2
23
. (57)
Because of the presence of multiple dark states, it is
possible to transfer an arbitrary qutrit using DSAP from
spin 1 to spin 3, provided the other two spins are in
the well-defined states |11〉, |1¯1¯〉 or (|11〉 − |1¯1¯〉) /√2. If
the other two spins are not in these states, then noisy
evolution is observed, which is similar to having extra
particles in the canonical SAP schemes discussed above.
The properties of DSAP with higher spins and for
longer chains are not yet fully known. One can speculate
that qudit transport for the trivial cases of all of the other
qudits in either the maximal or minimal spin orientation
will be very similar. However it is not clear what the
set of all allowed configurations for the non-transported
qudits is. Nor it is obvious what the properties of multi-
dimensional orientations, as discussed in Sect. III E will
be. These are expected to be fruitful areas for future
research.
V. SPATIAL ADIABATIC PASSAGE OF LIGHT
AND SOUND
Analogies between matter waves and light propagation
have been very successful in the past years [164] and SAP
processes have been studied to coherently control the
propagation of light and sound in evanescently-coupled
waveguides. Moreover, optical-waveguide systems have
allowed for the first experimental realizations of SAP,
and enabled a simple and direct visualization of these
coherent transport processes.
Optical waveguides typically consist of a core of higher
refractive index surrounded by lower refractive index
material, so that light is transversally confined within
the waveguide due to total internal reflection [165, 166].
Light beams travelling through a waveguide are in a su-
perposition of the allowed solutions of Maxwell’s equa-
tions, i.e. the modes of the waveguide. These modes
mainly propagate through the core of the waveguide,
but also exist in the surrounding material of lower re-
fractive index, where the electromagnetic field is called
evanescent, as its amplitude decays exponentially outside
the core of the waveguide. If two waveguides are close
enough, they can be coupled through these evanescent
fields.
The scenario is similar for sound waves travelling
through linear defects in sonic crystals, which work as
waveguides [167–173]. The linear defect creates allowed
bands within the bandgap of the sonic crystal, which are
the propagating modes of the sound waves. Sound trav-
els mostly within the defect, but there are also evanes-
cent fields surrounding the linear defect. If two linear
defects are close enough, the evanescent field can couple
them [174].
Electromagnetic or sound waves propagating in a sys-
tem of coupled waveguides are usually described in terms
of a set of coupled-mode equations, where the dynamics
take place along the propagation distance. Similarly to
Sect. II, to perform a SAP process of light or sound,
an eigenvector of the waveguide structure (also called a
supermode) must be followed. This supermode is a su-
perposition of the individual modes of the waveguides.
The separation and shape of the waveguides can be used
to control the strength of the couplings and/or the prop-
agation constants of the modes along the system.
A. Two coupled waveguides
Wave propagation in a system of two coupled single-
mode waveguides can be described by the following
coupled-mode equations
i
d
dz
(
aL
aR
)
=
(
βL(z) −ΩLR(z)2
−ΩLR(z)2 βR(z)
)(
aL
aR
)
. (58)
Here, z is the propagation direction, ai are the mode
amplitudes (with i = L,R representing the left and right
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waveguides, respectively), βi are the propagation con-
stants of each waveguide individual mode, and ΩLR is
the coupling coefficient between the two waveguides. For
simplicity we have considered that the coupling from the
left to the right waveguide and from the right to the left
waveguide is equal. In the case of evanescent coupling,
the dependence of ΩLR on the separation between the
two waveguides, d(z), is given by
ΩLR(z) = Ω0 exp (−d(z)/l) , (59)
where Ω0 and l are constant at a given frequency. The
propagation constants βi are related to the geometry
of the system and the material used for the individual
waveguides. For the case of light propagation, these de-
pendences can be written as an effective refractive index
for each waveguide mode, neffi , i.e., βi = k0n
eff
i , where k0
is the propagation constant in free space.
The diagonalization of Eq. (58) gives the two super-
modes of the structure, S and A, as they correspond, in
the case of the two waveguides having the same prop-
agation constant, to the symmetric and antisymmetric
superposition of the individual modes. They can be ex-
pressed as
S(z) =
(
cos θ
sin θ
)
, (60)
A(z) =
(
sin θ
− cos θ
)
, (61)
where the mixing angle θ is defined by
tan 2θ =
ΩLR
∆β
, (62)
with ∆β = βR − βL. The propagation constants of the
supermodes are
βS,A =
βL + βR ∓
√
Ω2LR + ∆β
2
2
. (63)
One can see from Eqs. (60) to (62) that when |∆β| 
ΩLR, θ is either 0 or pi/2, depending on the sign of ∆β.
In that case, each supermode stays localized in a differ-
ent waveguide. Moreover, when |∆β|  ΩLR (the two
propagation constants are very similar), θ = pi/4, and the
supermodes spread equally between the two waveguides
(see schematic example in Fig. 21(a)). Therefore, by ini-
tially exciting one of the supermodes and adiabatically
varying the propagation constants and the coupling, it is
possible to coherently control the wave propagation. A
particular case of this would be a SAP transfer between
the two waveguides following one of the supermodes,
analogous to a quantum-optical RAP process [14, 15].
Two-waveguide couplers performing SAP were exten-
sively investigated initially for microwaves [175–177] and
later on for the optical regime [178–184]. Light propaga-
tion in coupled waveguides has also been considered as a
classical system that allows simulating quantum dynam-
ics. One of the first presented analogies, discussed an
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FIG. 21. (a) Schematic of a system of two coupled single-mode
waveguides with the supermodes S(z) (in red) and A(z) (in
green) at three different positions corresponding, respectively,
to θ = 0, pi/4, and pi/2. (b) Experimental observation of a
RAP process mimicking a Landau–Zener tunneling process in
two coupled optical waveguides. From [186].
optical realization of Landau–Zener dynamics in a two-
level quantum system [185]. This particular case, which
can be viewed as a RAP scheme for which the coupling is
considered constant, was experimentally realized in [186],
see Fig. 21(b).
B. Three coupled waveguides
We now explore a system of three single-mode coupled
waveguides, for which the wave propagation is given by
the coupled-mode equations [165, 166]
i
d
dz
 aLaM
aR
 =
 βL −ΩLM (z)2 0−ΩLM (z)2 βM −ΩRM (z)2
0 −ΩRM (z)2 βR

 aLaM
aR
 . (64)
Here, ai represent the mode amplitudes with i = L,M,R
accounting for the left, middle and right waveguides,
ΩLM (ΩRM ) is the coupling coefficient between the left
(right) and the middle waveguides, and βi are the prop-
agation constants of each waveguide mode. Following
most of the studied cases, one considers that the waveg-
uides on the left and on the right are not directly coupled
and takes the waveguides to be identical and constant
along z such that βL = βM = βR.
One of the supermodes obtained by diagonalizing
Eq. (64) is
D(Θ) =
 cos Θ0
− sin Θ
 , (65)
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FIG. 22. (a) Schematic of a system of three single-mode cou-
pled waveguides with the dark state supermode (in black) at
three different positions corresponding, respectively, to Θ = 0,
pi/4, and pi/2. (b) Top view experimental image of a triple-
waveguide system performing SAP, where the transfer of light
between the outermost waveguides takes place with almost no
intensity in the central waveguide. The shape of the waveg-
uides is depicted on top of the experimental image. From
[188].
where the mixing angle is given by tan Θ = ΩLM/ΩRM .
This supermode is analogous to the dark state previously
discussed for matter-wave systems, whose adiabatic fol-
lowing leads to a complete and robust transfer of a clas-
sical wave between the two outermost waveguides. Anal-
ogously to Sect. III A 1, this is achieved by considering
that the left waveguide of the triple-waveguide system is
excited at the input port (Θ = 0), and that the spatial
configuration of the waveguides forces the couplings to
follow a counterintuitive sequence along z, as shown in
Fig. 22(a). If this modification is performed adiabati-
cally, D(Θ) transfers the light to the right output port
(Θ = pi/2), without any light intensity in the middle
waveguide. This constitutes an example of SAP-based
transport analogous to quantum-optical STIRAP [16]. If
the couplings are such that Θ evolves from 0 to pi/4,
D(Θ) involves the left waveguide at the input and an
equal coherent splitting of the beam between the two
outer waveguides at the output, analogously to the so-
called fractional STIRAP [187].
Transport via SAP between the outermost waveguides
of an optical three-waveguide system as discussed above
was first proposed in [34, 189], and experimentally ob-
served shortly thereafter [35, 190]. More recent exper-
iments with CMOS-compatible technology were carried
out in [47, 188], see Fig. 22(b). All these experiments
constituted the first implementations of SAP techniques
in a three-mode system, and clearly demonstrated their
robustness. Moreover, they also showed the ability of op-
tical waveguides to simulate and test certain aspects of
quantum dynamics.
Other schemes for achieving adiabatic transport in sys-
tems of three waveguides have been proposed, one sug-
gests a new geometry consisting of three straight but
non-parallel waveguides [191], and one based on Raman
chirped adiabatic passage (RCAP) [192], where the fol-
lowing of the supermode is achieved by varying the prop-
agation constants of the waveguides [193].
C. Non-linearities and absorption
While the above considerations assumed the propaga-
tion dynamics to be linear, when intense light propagates
through a medium, there is a change in its index of re-
fraction n. The first correction, the Kerr effect, yields
n = n0+n2I, where n0 is the index of refraction at low in-
tensities, n2 is the nonlinear coefficient, and I is the light
intensity. The effects of such nonlinearities on SAP were
studied in [190], by including them into the coupled-mode
equations through a modification of the propagation con-
stants as βi → βi + Γ|ai|2. Here Γ = ω0n2/cAeff, with
ω0 being the optical angular frequency, c the speed of
light, and Aeff the common effective area of the waveguide
modes [194]. The inclusion of the Kerr non-linearities
into the description of the optical waveguides is analo-
gous to the non-linearities in Bose–Einstein condensates,
see Sect. III D.
The effect of the nonlinearity on SAP in a system of
two coupled waveguides was analyzed theoretically and
experimentally in [42], reporting the first observation of
optical autoresonance: at a sharp threshold of nonlin-
earity the phase difference of the wave between the two
waveguides stays locked. For three coupled waveguides,
it has been shown, theoretically and experimentally, that
the transfer of light between the outermost waveguides
depends critically on the excitation power [190]. The
role of the nonlinearity in each of the waveguides was
also studied in [195].
The effect of decay or absorption on SAP processes
in systems of three coupled optical waveguides has also
been studied in the literature. The adiabatic transfer
was shown to break down even for small values of the
absorption in the initial or target waveguide [43], while
it remains robust against absorption in the central waveg-
uide [45].
D. Beyond three coupled waveguides, long range
coupling, and SAP-based applications
Multilevel structures are also of significant interest,
as they allow SAP light transfer between the outermost
waveguides of an array with an odd number (larger than
three) of optical waveguides by following a supermode
of the system [36]. This has been experimental demon-
strated [37, 39](see Fig. 23), and it was shown that the
transfer works for a broad range of wavelengths. Differ-
ent configurations of multiple waveguides have also been
suggested to function as multiple optical beam splitters
[38, 46]. Additionally, studies of the robustness of SAP
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pected, an almost complete light transfer from the left to the
right waveguides is observed both in the case of
Figs. 2 and 3. The residual, though small, light power left in
waveguide L and the small but still visible transient
excitation of intermediate waveguides may be ascribed
mainly to residual excitation of out-of-resonance dressed
states because for our structures, the condition !!L,R /!0"
"#2!N+1"tan$# / !N+1"% is only weakly fulfilled. To check
that the observed behavior is really an adiabatic passage
scheme mimicking atomic STIRAP in an equivalent three-
state system, we measured the fluorescence patterns for an
input excitation of the right !instead of the left" waveguide.
The fluorescence pattern for the N=5 structure is depicted in
Fig. 4, together with the corresponding light pattern evolu-
tion predicted by numerical simulations. In this case, the
order of pump and Stokes pulses !P!z" and !S!z" is reversed
!!P precedes !S", and a complex power exchange scenario
among the various waveguides !including the intermediate
ones" is now observed.
In conclusion, we have proposed and experimentally
demonstrated an adiabatic light transfer scheme that allows
efficient power exchange between the outer waveguides in a
finite arrayed waveguide structure with negligible excitation
of all the intermediate ones. Our results demonstrate for op-
tical waves the technique of straddle STIRAP !Refs. 19–21"
proposed for coherent population transfer in multilevel
atomic systems.
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FIG. 3. !Color online" Same as Fig. 2, but for the waveguide array with
N=5.
FIG. 4. !Color online" !a" Measured fluorescence pattern and !b" corre-
sponding numerical simulations of light propagation in the waveguide array
with N=5 for input excitation of waveguide R.
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FIG. 23 Light transfer via a dressed state in the waveguide
array with N = 5. (a) Measured fluorescence pattern. (b)
Numerically computed light propagation in the structure. (c)
Evolution of fractional mode power in the waveguides as pre-
dicted by coupled mode equations. The inset in (c) shows the
behavior of coupling rates. From [37].
processes in the presence of asymmetry variations in the
waveguides were carried out in [45].
Optical analogues of Rabi oscillations and STI-
RAP transfer via the continuum were proposed for
waveguid -based photonic structures [40] and experimen-
tally dem nstrat d [41]. In these sys ems, the contin-
uum is approximated by a central array of waveguides
that forms a plane perpendicular to the plane that con-
tains the outermost waveguides used for the SAP process.
Similarly, other works study the wave optics analogue of
coherent population trapping of bound states coupled to
a common continuum using systems of multipl waveg-
uides [196, 197].
The evanescent coupling inherent in waveguide ap-
proaches restricts strong coupling to nearest neighbours.
This means that breaking free from effectively 1D topolo-
gies without introducing significant cross talk is prob-
lematic (although a notable exception is presented in
[38]). One method for avoiding the restriction of nearest-
neighbour coupling is to use a long-range ‘bus’ mode,
which for example, can be a thin shallow ridge optical
waveguides on a slab mode [49]. Thin shallow ridge opti-
cal waveguides are similar to conventional rib waveguides,
although the height of the rib is smaller compared to typ-
ical rib designs and perturbations in the geometry of the
rib can cause the modes to be radiative [198]. Although
such losses are usually considered detrimental, this loss
is coherent and can couple to other slab modes, allowing
for long range coupling. Furthermore, the waveguides
themselves can be spaced far apart so that the evanes-
cent coupling between them is negligible. Hence by con-
trolling the distance between the waveguides, it is possi-
ble to perform SAP processes across arbitrary distances
within the slab. However, as the slab is increased in size,
the spectrum of the bus modes becomes denser, which
can be fulfilled over a large wavelength range. While for the
blue light the evolution is limited by strongly confined
modes and the resulting negligible coupling between the
waveguides, the limit in the red spectral region is the grow-
ing coupling strength, which arises from the high degree of
the waveguides’ mode overlap and makes the STIRAP pro-
cess nonadiabatic. Indeed, the fSTIRAP device benefits from
the fact that both limits are well separated, which yields the
large spectral operating range.
The device was fabricated by femtosecond laser wave-
guide writing15 using writing parameters given in Ref. 16.
The waveguides show single mode behavior in the curved
guides for wavelengths down to 550 nm and below only the
fundamental mode was excited by properly adjusted excita-
tion. The sample length was 100 mm and the profile of the
outer waveguides was parabolic with A=3.5·10−6 mm−1,
z0=22.5 mm, and dmin=11 !m. The center waveguide was
interrupted at L0=95 mm shortly before the sample end to
obtain a two channel nearfield output pattern.
A measurement of the light evolution inside the
fSTIRAP devices is accomplished by utilizing the color cen-
ter fluorescence17 of nonbridging oxygen hole centers
!NBOHC"18 and self trapped exciton defects !E!".19 Both
types of color centers are created during the laser writing
process in the vicinity of the waveguides. Additionally, their
absorption covers almost the whole visible spectral range.
While the NBOHCs have an absorption band ranging from
520 to 650 nm18 the E! are excited by light with shorter
wavelengths !540 nm and below".20 The fSTIRAP device is
characterized in a broad spectral range by the radiation with
red !633 nm", green !532 nm", and blue !476 nm" laser light.
We measured the emission spectra for the three wavelengths
!see. Fig. 2". We determined, that for red light only the
NBOHC are excited !Fig. 2 red, solid line", while for green
both color centers show emission and for blue only the E!
emit light. Though green light is at the edge of the NBOHC
absorption band their emission mainly accounts for fluores-
cence !Fig. 2 green, dashed line", which must be considered
by selecting the spectral filter for the later measurements. For
the blue light the emission spectrum consists mainly of E!
fluorescence centered around 540 nm !Ref. 21" but still con-
tains a small fraction of NBOHC light !Fig. 2 blue, dotted
line".
This fluorescence technique enables to measure the evo-
lution of an fSTIRAP beam splitting device. Therefore, the
setup described in Ref. 16 is extended by different laser
sources. A camera is used to scan the sample, while the scat-
tered pump light is blocked with edge filters. The filtering
elements are selected according to the fluorescence spectrum
shown in Fig. 2 to long pass filters with cutoff wavelengths
at 650 nm !red", 570 nm !green", and 490 nm !blue". The
obtained images are presented in Fig. 3. As the red, green,
and blue measurements are depicted with their respective
colors, in the fourth column a composition of the three im-
ages to a single RGB image shows the data in compact man-
ner. The gathered intensities !Fig. 3, lower row" demonstrate
that the device works very well for red and green light,
where splitting ratios of 45:52 and 50:48 were obtained, re-
spectively, with low power in the central waveguide. How-
ever, the blue light splits with a ratio of 55:40, with a non-
negligible fraction remaining in the central guide. Hence, we
assert that at 476 nm the lower operation limit of our device
is exceeded, which can be attributed to weak coupling in the
blue regions.
The full spectral response of the fSTIRAP beam splitter
was also measured by waveguide excitation with a supercon-
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Emission spectra under illumination of 633 nm
He–Ne laser light !red, solid line", 532 nm Nd:YAG light !green, dashed
line", and 476 nm argon ion light !blue, dotted line".
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FIG. 3. !Color online" Multicolor fluorescence measurements, showing light transfer in the fSTIRAP device. Upper row: fluorescence images for three
wavelengths and merged RGB-image. Lower row: measured intensities of input !l", center !c", and output !r" waveguides, and the incoherent sum of 633 nm,
532 nm, and 476 nm !fourth column".
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FIG. 24. Multicolor fluorescence measurements, showing light
transfer in the fractional STIRAP device. Upper row: fluores-
cence imag s for thre wav le gths a d merged RGB-image.
Lower row: measured intensities of input, center, and output
waveguides, and the incoherent sum of 633 nm, 532 nm, and
476 nm (fourth column). From [44].
increases unwanted off-resonant coupling to slab modes
with different symmetry from the main (resonant) slab
mode.
Th long-range bus allows particular freedom to ex-
plore complex device geometries. The implementation
of a full non-deterministic CNOT gate [199] was pro-
p sed in [123], by utilizing the Unanyan, Shore and
Bergmann approach to realizing the 50:50 and 1/3:2/3
gates [119]. This also allowed for a realization of the
Hong–Ou–Mandel effect [200]. While an adiabatic im-
plementation of a beam splitter immediately implies that
the two-photon input must demonstrate the Hong–Ou–
Mandel effect (based on symmetry considerations), the
actual iabatic pathway is highly non-trivial involving
coupling across ten states of four waveguide modes.
Several applications based on SAP of light waves have
been proposed. For instance, it was experimentally
demonstrated that a spatial analog of the fractional STI-
RAP technique works s a bro d-band polychromatic
beam splitter [44], see Fig. 24. Other examples of op-
tical beam splitters based on SAP are given in [38, 46].
A multiple waveguide system for interaction-free mea-
surements based on the modification of the supermodes
of the system due to the effect of a measured object on
the couplings between the waveguides was suggested in
[48]. Unlike the original proposal for quantum bomb de-
tection [201], which utilized quantum mechanical inter-
ference, the adiabatic passage version performs sensing
by having the bomb shift states out of the null space,
leading to a different final outcome and preventing pop-
ulation from reaching the bomb.
SAP of light can also be used for spectral filtering as
the evanescent coupling depends on the light wavelength.
Because the coupling between waveguides is stronger for
longer wavelengths, these are capable of adiabatically fol-
lowing a dark-state supermode and are transferred be-
tween the outermost waveguides of a triple-waveguide
system. Short wavelengths, on the other hand, are unable
to adiabatically follow the supermode, and propagate to-
wards the outputs of the middle and initial waveguides,
see Fig. 25. Such a simultaneous high- and low-pass spec-
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FIG. 25. Simultaneous high- and low-pass spectral filter based
on SAP. Experimentally measured intensities are represented
as the transmittance at the outermost waveguide (grey) and
the sum of the middle and the initial waveguide (black) out-
puts relative to the total output intensity, as a function of the
wavelength. From [47].
tral filter was demonstrated experimentally with identi-
cal coupled TIR silicon oxide waveguides [47], and shown
to represent an alternative to other integrated filtering
devices, such as interference filters or absorbance-based
filters. As the waveguides are fully CMOS-compatible,
they can be monolithically combined with other pho-
tonic and electronic elements into photonic integrated cir-
cuits, allowing SAP processes to become promising can-
didates to control the flow of light. In a similar manner,
SAP processes have been proposed to robustly spatially
separate spontaneous parametric down-converted photon
pairs from the pumping photons [51], see Fig. 26. This
consitutes a novel integrated scheme for the generation
of Bell states.
Another example of a SAP-based application is a po-
larization rotor [50], which can also be integrated in pho-
tonic circuits. This system requires two waveguides, a
signal and an ancillary one, and three modes: two orthog-
onal polarization modes in the signal waveguide and an
additional one in the ancillary waveguide. A dark-state
supermode can then be modified and followed by con-
trolling the distance between the two waveguides and the
width of the signal waveguide. This allows for a highly
efficient adiabatic conversion between the two orthogonal
modes in the signal waveguide.
E. SAP of sound waves
As we previously commented, systems of linear defects
in sonic crystals (acting as waveguides for sound waves)
are suitable for SAP processes. As an example, a sys-
tem with two linear defects was considered in [52] and
two frequency ranges were studied. For the first one, two
supermodes of the system coexist and the sonic crystal
was described using coupled-mode equations equivalent
to Eq. (58). In this regime, by spatially modifying the
linear defects, it is possible to design a broad-band beam
involve coupling between the waveguides and corre-
spond to bosonic statistics [16].
The generation of the other two Bell states (jΨ!i) re-
quires a particular coupling between the waveguides, as
the idler and signal photons need to be in different wave-
guides, and we call them “antibunching” states. We can
obtain the Bell state jΨ"iwith even pump and zero phase
mismatch Δβ#0$ % 0, but it requires a specific structure
length, L % pijC#s$ " C#i$j−1. The Bell state jΨ−i [Figs. 1(d)
and 1(e)], corresponding to fermionic statistics [16], can
be realized with an odd pump, zero phase mismatch
(Δβ#0$ % 0) and a structure length L % pijC#s$ − C#i$j−1.
Note that the coupling coefficients for idler and signal
photons have to be different (C#s$ ≠ C#i$), which implies
that the signal and idler photons have either different
polarizations or different frequencies. We find that
two-waveguide couplers [15] can be easily designed to
satisfy the parameter requirements for generation of
all four Bell states. However, this simple configuration
does not allow for spatial filtering of the pump beam.
Next, we demonstrate how adiabatic coupling can be
used for efficient pump filtering even in the case of non-
degenerate photon pairs. For this purpose, we suggest a
structure incorporating six waveguides as shown in
Fig. 2, with the adiabatic coupling introduced between
the waveguides 1 and 3 and between the waveguides 4
and 6. The pump beams stay in the central waveguides
3 (A3 % Aa) and 4 (A4 % Ab), while the idler and signal
photons can couple to the edge waveguides 1 and 6,
where they can be spatially separated from the pump.
The adiabatic coupling of photons is achieved through
a modulated coupling with the intermediate waveguides
2 and 5, which can be approximated as C#s;i$1 #z$ %
C#s;i$5 #z$ % κ#s;i$ exp&−α#s;i$#z − L$' and C#s;i$2 #z$ % C#s;i$4
#z$ % κ#s;i$ exp&α#s;i$#z − L$'. Here, the total sample length
Lt % 2L, κ#s;i$ is the coupling strength at z % L for signal
and idler photons respectively, α#s;i$ is the parameter re-
lated to the slope of adiabatic coupling, and the adiabatic
condition here is that γ#s;i$ ≡ α#s;i$∕κ#s;i$ ≪ 1. Under such
conditions, both photons are generated and propagate in
the two central waveguides until a distance of approxi-
mately z % L, after which they couple out to the edge
waveguides. The optimal conditions for the Bell state
generation in the 6-waveguide structure remain the same
as for the two-waveguide coupler discussed previously.
We present simulations of the Bell state generation
combined with pump filtering in Fig. 3. Figures 3(a)–
3(d) show the biphoton intensity distribution along
the waveguides, calculated as In %
PN
ns%1 jΨns;nj2"PN
ni%1 jΨn;ni j2, for the generation of states jΦ−i and
jΨ−i, respectively. We observe the adiabatic coupling be-
tween the waveguides 1, 3, 5, and 6 mediated by the
waveguides 2 and 5. The corresponding photon states
at the output are presented in Figs. 3(b), 3(c) and
3(e), 3(f). We see that the biphotons at the edge wave-
guides have the amplitudes and phases corresponding
to the target Bell states. Additionally, these states have
a high degree of purity, as there are almost no correla-
tions between the edge and the inner waveguides. We
have also confirmed that the same approach works with
the other two Bell states, and that all four Bell states can
be generated with a range of different coupling parame-
ters corresponding to Table 1. Importantly, the adiabatic
coupling approach is tolerant to the effects of the
fabrication inaccuracies.
Fig. 2. (a) Scheme of adiabatically coupled waveguiding struc-
ture: pump beams (green) are coupled to the central wave-
guides 3 and 4, and the Bell states (red) are formed in the
edge waveguides 1 and 6 that are separate from the pumped
waveguides. (b) Coupling of the adiabatically coupled wave-
guides C1 (red line), C2 (blue line), C3 (black line) with the cou-
pling coefficients C#s$1 % C#s$5 , C#s$2 % C#s$4 , C#i$1 % C#i$5 ,
C#i$2 % C#i$4 , γ#s;i$ % 0.2, κ#s;i$ % 2, and α#s;i$ % 0.4.
Fig. 3. Generation of Bell states combined with pump filtering:
(a)–(c) jΦ−i for C#s$3 % C#i$3 % 0 and (d)–(f) jΨ−i for C#s$3 % 1,
C#i$3 % 2. Shown are (a), (d) the biphoton intensity distribution
along the waveguiding structure, (b), (e) biphoton correlations,
and (c), (f) phases of the biphoton wavefunctions θ; we only
show the relative phases for the waveguide combinations with
nonzero biphoton correlations. For all the plots, κ#s$ % 2,
κ#i$ % 4, γ#s;i$ % 0.1, Aa % 1, Ab % −1, deff % 0.1, Δβ#0$ % 0,
α#s;i$ % 0.4, and Lt % 2pi.
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FIG. 26. Scheme of an adiabatically coupled waveguiding
structure for separating down-converted photons (red) from
the pump beam (green). Pump photons are coupled to the
central waveguides 3 and 4, and the Bell states are formed
in the edge waveguides 1 and 6 that are separated from the
pumped waveguides. From [51].
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FIG. 27. Coherent beam splitter in a sonic crystal with
two linear defects. (a) Numerical simulation of the intensity
of a harmonic sound wave propagating with a frequency of
2.08 × 105 Hz along the structure. (b) Power at the upper,
P˜U,out (red dots), and lower, P˜L,out (blue squares), output
ports, normalized with respect to the total output power, as
a function of the frequency. From [52].
splitter, based on the following of either of the two super-
modes. Exciting a superposition of the two supermodes
of the system, the same structure can also work as a
phase difference analyzer, i.e., a device that allows to in-
fer the phase difference of two beams at the input ports
by measuring the intensity at the output ports.
In the second studied frequency range, only one rele-
vant supermode exists, making it possible to reduce the
length of the designed structures since there are no di-
abatic transitions to any other allowed supermode. A
broad-band beam splitter (see Fig. 27) and a coupler were
proposed, with much shorter lengths as compared to the
devices in the first range of frequencies [52].
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VI. FINAL REMARKS
Since the first observation of dark states in the ‘riga
nera’ experiments during the mid 70s [18, 19, 21],
they have been the basis of some of the most fruitful
quantum-optical techniques: coherent population trap-
ping (CPT) [202], electromagnetically induced trans-
parency (EIT) [203, 204], and stimulated Raman adi-
abatic passage (STIRAP) [16, 205]. These techniques,
where two transitions of three internal levels of an atom
(or molecule) are coupled with two laser fields, have given
rise to a large number of applications routinely used in
modern physics: velocity selective laser cooling [206] and
atomic clocks [207] based on CPT, slow/superluminal
light [208] and quantum memories [209] based on EIT,
and single-photon guns [210] and holonomic quantum
computation [211] based on STIRAP, to name only a
few.
About one decade ago, spatial adiabatic passage (SAP)
in one-dimensional triple-well systems, the matter-wave
analogue of the STIRAP technique was proposed [25, 26].
In it, the tunneling interaction plays the role of the laser
fields and spatially localized states take the place of the
internal states. In the first two seminal papers this was
shown to allow for a high fidelity and robust quantum
transport, which led to subsequent works that showed
that SAP techniques hold a large potential beyond the
STIRAP analogy. The fact that SAP consists of adiabat-
ically following a spatially delocalized dark state allows
for the possibility to perform matter-wave interferometry
to measure non-uniform fields, to extend it to higher di-
mensions involving, for instance, orbital angular momen-
tum states or to consider coupling geometries that are
often forbidden in STIRAP. Another extension is dark
state adiabatic passage where a quantum spin state is
transported along a chain of particles.
It is also worth noting that STIRAP schemes using the
bright eigenstates exist [205, 212, 213], which are chal-
lenging to realize in quantum-optical systems due to the
presence of spontaneous emission. However, as this prob-
lem does not exist in spatial systems, they are promising
candidates for future extensions of SAP.
Despite the many theoretical investigations on matter-
wave SAP, it has not yet been observed. Experimental
difficulties stem from a number of facts. First, a single
atom or, alternatively, a BEC, needs to be prepared in
the ground state of one of the three wells only. More-
over, the tunneling amplitudes between left-middle and
middle-right wells need to be independently controllable
in a way that avoids excitations of unwanted vibrational
states. While this is experimentally demanding, no fun-
damental obstacles to observe matter-wave SAP exist,
and significant experimental effort to observe SAP in real
physical systems is currently ongoing.
Finally, SAP can also be applied to other systems,
most notably to light beams propagating in evanescently-
coupled optical waveguides. Therefore, these systems
can be used to simulate some fundamental aspects of
quantum mechanics, while at the same time, SAP al-
lows for the development of efficient photonic devices. In
fact, SAP processes have been already observed for light
beams.
Given the potential and the fast development of the
research in spatial dark states in recent years, it is highly
likely that they will play a significant role in many appli-
cations related to quantum transport, quantum metrol-
ogy, spintronics, quantum information science and con-
densed matter physics in the near future.
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